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TO DIE SO FAR FROM DIXIE: 
MODELING EPIDEMIC DYSENTERY IN A CIVIL WAR PRISON CAMP 

 
Rebecca Lander 

Dr. Lisa Sattenspiel, Dissertation Supervisor 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

 Epidemics have played a role in shaping human experiences of conflict among 

both soldiers and civilians.  Prisoners of war, displaced populations, and confined 

refugees have experienced, and continue to experience, infectious disease dynamics 

exacerbated by physical, environmental, and psychological stressors unique to conflict 

situations.  Observations of epidemics at the global, regional, or national level are often 

inadequate for understanding the unique health challenges of these wartime 

populations.  This research develops and applies an agent-based model to more closely 

examine the interactions of individual and group behaviors in a high-population-density 

confined context, and their effect on the health outcomes of individuals in such a 

population.  In particular, it tests the relationship between behavior, environmental 

contamination, and the dynamics of infection on a dysentery outbreak at Camp Douglas, 

Illinois, a 19th Century Civil War prison camp. 

 The agent-based model used in this research represents a novel approach to 

simulating disease transmission, based on the feedback relationship between human 

movement and behavior and the resulting contamination of physical spaces with 
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infectious material.  The information produced by this simulation suggests that 

modeling disease transmission based on environmental risk must be conceptualized in a 

fundamentally different way than traditional direct-transmission models, and result in 

distinct epidemic dynamics.  The results of this research emphasize the importance of 

examining the relationship between humans, their environment, and patterns of health 

and disease.  Additionally, it highlights the way that model design can help to increase 

knowledge of how even the limited movement and interaction options available to 

confined individuals can lead to significant differences in patterns of disease spread and 

epidemic development, which can help to better design public health interventions 

targeted at confined populations.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 

 

 

The threat posed by infectious diseases, both established and emerging, 

represents an ongoing concern to researchers and health professionals; efforts to 

understand and address underlying risk factors have driven research and 

interdisciplinary collaboration in many fields, including anthropology, biology, 

epidemiology, and others. Though many studies of infectious disease investigate the 

nature of the biological interaction between pathogen and host (e.g., Winnenberg et al., 

2006; Cressler et al., 2014), other researchers have begun to explore the ways in which 

social, cultural, behavioral, and demographic factors can combine with biology and 

environmental features to shape the severity and breadth of infectious disease 

epidemics (see, for example, Aral and Ward, 2014; Huang et al 2014).  In conjunction 

with this growing awareness of biocultural interactions, researchers have begun to 

acknowledge that significant understanding can be gained through the study of 

historical epidemics (see, for example, Sattenspiel, 2003; Herring and Swedlund, 2010).  

Deep, thorough investigation of the relationship between small-scale population 

variations and resulting epidemic trends can help academic and applied researchers to 

develop a more comprehensive grasp of disease dynamics in developing countries with 

limited access to efficient health interventions; additionally, understanding patterns of 

disease transmission in a pre-antibiotic era is becoming increasingly important as 
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medicine approaches what some fear is a post-antibiotic era (see, for example, Alanis, 

2005).   

Diarrheal diseases in particular continue to be major sources of morbidity and 

mortality in developing countries (Das et al., 2014), and are of particular concern in 

confined populations, such as refugee camps, with high population densities and poor 

sanitation (Collins, 1998; Kotloff et al., 1999), and in developing countries with limited or 

underdeveloped health care infrastructure.  There has been minimal inquiry into the 

role of non-water contamination and its impact on disease spread, despite evidence 

that two major diarrheal pathogens, E. coli and Shigella, are frequently spread through 

non-waterborne avenues, such as fecal contamination of surfaces, and through the 

action of insects (Cohen et al., 1991; Chompook et al., 2005).  Worldwide, shigellosis, or 

bacillary dysentery, on its own, causes upwards of 1.1 million deaths yearly (Kotloff et 

al., 1999), and results in symptomatic infection in over 164 million people.  The majority 

of investigations into Shigella have focused on small-scale descriptive case studies and 

the development of preventive therapies such as vaccines.  These research endeavors 

are important, and contribute significantly to improving the health of millions of people 

across the globe; however, there has been little investigation into understanding 

underlying, general patterns of spread once Shigella is introduced into a population. 

 Anthropologists interested in studying both physiological and conceptual aspects 

of health have pursued interdisciplinary research, combining anthropological expertise 

with approaches derived from other fields, including statistics, epidemiology, biology, 

and sociology.  Though medical anthropologists typically concern themselves with 
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modern populations, culturally-mediated behavioral practices had as significant an 

impact on the relationship between host and pathogen in the past as it does today.  

Both then and now, human economic and social activities transformed the 

environment, affecting the likelihood of encountering pathogens.  Additionally, people 

in the past possessed their own conceptual frameworks that shaped the way they 

understood, and therefore responded to, illness and disease.  Though this study is 

focused on a past population, the volume of archival material available from the Civil 

War and other recent historical periods can allow anthropologists to employ 

environmental and sociocultural medical anthropology frameworks to understand 

disease in the past, just as we can for disease in the present.   

 This research continues an approach combining anthropological 

conceptualizations of human culture and behavior with understandings of pathogen 

biology, with the goal of gaining an objective, more quantitative understanding of the 

way that social and biological factors on the individual level interact to give rise to large-

scale epidemic patterns.  Work on this dissertation began with two general goals: the 

first was to examine the impacts of group and individual level behaviors on 

environmental contamination, and the resulting impact of that contamination on health 

outcomes; the second was to assess whether these questions could be answered using 

an agent-based model based on a well-documented historic population. With these 

aims in mind, the following research questions were developed, with the spread of 

Shigella in a 1860s Civil War prison camp serving as a test case. 
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 What is the impact of population density on individuals’ movement 

choices, and thus on pathogen spread throughout the environment? with 

the hypothesis that higher population densities would result in more 

rapid epidemic development;  

 What is the effect of asymptomatic carriers as a function of the infectious 

proportion of the model population? 

 To what extent is the model able to offer a greater understanding of 

small-scale patterns of infection based on individual and group 

movement choices? 

 

To answer these questions, I developed a simulation model where disease 

transmission is based on ‘risk’, accumulated from contact with contaminated 

environmental sources.  Most modeling approaches to understanding infectious disease 

dynamics have focused on direct person-to-person transmission (e.g., Sattenspiel, 

2003), or, in cases where they have examined environmentally-mediated spread, have 

been tied to explicit real-world geography, with the result that the models lose a 

significant amount of generalizability (e.g., Crooks and Hailegiorgis, 2014).  The model 

developed for this research is based on a historical, documented landscape, but the 

location of buildings and other landscape features are variable; as this model serves as 

the initial test of a novel disease transmission mechanism, one objective during model 

development was to develop an approach that was more generalizable than has been 

published on previously. 
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This dissertation is organized into eight chapters, including this introductory 

chapter.  Chapters 2 through 5 are reviews of scholarly literature pertinent to this 

research project. Chapter 2 provides an overview of patterns of health and disease 

during the 1860s, as well as historical treatments and conceptual frameworks of 

infection.  Chapter 3 presents the modern and historical epidemiology of bacillary 

dysentery, caused by Shigella dysenteriae, with a brief discussion of how this research 

can help add to a larger body of knowledge regarding the environmental transmission of 

diarrheal diseases. Chapter 4 describes the history, cultural context, and health 

conditions at the historical test case, Camp Douglas, a Civil War prison camp outside of 

Chicago, Illinois, as this is the context that informed significant portions of model design 

and analysis.  Finally, Chapter 5 provides an introduction to the agent-based modeling 

approach used in this research, including applications in anthropology and infectious 

disease research. 

 The literature reviews are followed a description of the specific methods used in 

model conceptualization and development, as well as detailed explanations of data 

collection and analysis (Chapter 6).  Model output, analyses, and the results of the 

research questions detailed above, are presented in Chapter 7.  Chapter 8 offers an in-

depth discussion of the implications of this research, including insights into the 

relationship between model mechanics and modern applications, general conclusions, 

and directions for further research.  It is my hope that the following investigation will 

encourage further research into the impact of group level behaviors on the spread of 

non-waterborne diarrheal diseases, and encourage other researchers to consider 
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incorporating individual-based modeling approaches into their efforts to develop a more 

thorough understanding of environmental disease dynamics. 
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 Chapter 2: Sickness and Health in the Civil War 
 

 

 At the outset of the Civil War, the prevailing understanding of disease causation 

in the United States was that sickness was caused by a combination of moral or 

psychological factors, which, taken in concert with miasmas or humoral imbalances (see 

below), caused bodily upset (Thagard, 1996; Bollet, 2002).  Though practices such as 

smallpox inoculation were widely acknowledged to interrupt or prevent the 

development of that disease, there was no consistent framework capable of fully 

explaining why this phenomenon occurred, and conceptualizations of disease causation 

were limited by misconceptions regarding the realities of transmission. 

 The concept of miasma, which can be traced back to medieval times, was 

perhaps the most persistent explanatory framework of disease causation (Sterner, 1948; 

Karamanou et al., 2012). Miasmas were envisioned as poisons that floated through the 

air, frequently emanating from decomposing animal or vegetable matter (i.e., swamp 

air, abattoirs, or trash heaps).  The most common action of miasmas was believed to be 

the spoilage of food and drink, such as the curdling of milk or souring of wine; however, 

when an individual was weak or his humors imbalanced, the body became susceptible 

to the influence of these miasmatic ‘ferments’ (King, 1983; Labonte, 1998).  Miasma was 

broadly blamed for the 1854 Broad Street cholera outbreak in London, with physicians 

at the time arguing that illness was spread by noxious odors from sewage rather than 

though a contaminated water supply. It was not until the late 1860s, and additional 
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investigations by researchers such as Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch in the ensuing 

decades of the 19th century, that doctors and public health officials began to officially 

recognize that diseases could be transmitted by microscopic organisms rather than 

pervasive odor (Metchnikoff et al., 1971).  

 Miasmas were able to wreak such havoc because of how physicians and 

scientists conceptualized the state of health in the body.  The humoral theory was 

developed by the ancient Greeks, and still steered European thought during the 19th 

Century (Good, 1994).  The humoral theory holds that the healthy body is composed of 

balanced levels of four humors: traditionally blood, phlegm, black bile, and yellow bile.  

When these humors became unbalanced, which was presumed to occur due to physical 

or mental upset or offense, an individual would begin to display disease symptoms 

(Sterner, 1948).  The particular symptoms an individual exhibited indicated which 

humors were unbalanced, and steps would be taken to remedy the situation.  For 

example, fevers were associated with heat, which in turn was associated with an excess 

of blood; to alleviate a fever, physicians would attempt to bring the sick individual’s 

humors back into balance by removing excess blood through bloodletting or cupping 

(Good, 1994; Lutz, 2002). 

 The miasmatic and humoral explanations of illness were beginning their fall from 

favor by the time the Civil War erupted, replaced by a more rigorous, anatomically 

based trend in diagnosis and treatment.  During the early 19th century, American 

surgeons increasingly traveled to Europe, especially England and France, in order to 

complete advanced medical and anatomical training, and returned to the United States 
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with improved observational and diagnostic skills (Nuland, 1989).  Increased interaction 

with patients, both verbally and physically, improved doctors’ knowledge of the 

symptomology of various conditions, and correlation between clinical findings and 

anatomical discoveries led to rapid improvements in diagnostic accuracy. 

 

Environment and Disease Transmission 

 Despite medicine’s preoccupation with the relationship between odor and 

illness, sanitation and personal hygiene during the 19th century remained poor.  The 

absence of sewer systems in all but the largest metropolises meant that litter and 

wastewater were often dumped directly into the streets or into open cesspits (Rosen, 

1958; Jacobs and Stevenson, 1981).  In addition to maintaining noxiously odorous 

conditions in towns and cities, the public disposal of trash, human and animal waste 

provided the perfect setting for the proliferation of insect vectors (Cain, 1972; Ferrie 

and Troesken, 2008).  In addition to mosquitoes, which bred in stagnant water and were 

capable of spreading malaria and yellow fever, rotting meat and open pits of fecal 

material provided ideal environmental conditions for flies, which spread pathogenic 

bacteria such as Shigella when they moved between cesspits and prepared food 

(Bidawid et al., 1978). 

The sanitary conditions in hospitals were typically no better than conditions in 

public places, with flies a common nuisance and bed linens infrequently changed.  

Surgical instruments were cleaned at the end of the day with boiling water and alcohol, 

and stored in baskets, boxes, or cabinets; they were not necessarily re-sterilized before 
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use, or, in some cases, even between patients (Alexander, 1985); there was more focus 

on maintaining sharp instruments, to facilitate speedy surgeries, than clean ones. 

Particularly as the war expanded and medical facilities took in more severely ill or 

injured patients, along with long-term invalids, sanitary conditions became a concern.  

In 1861, a coalition of doctors and nurses established the United States Sanitary 

Commission, committed to monitoring and improving sanitary conditions not only in 

army hospitals, but in public and private citizens’ hospitals as well (Stillé, 1868).  

Conditions were assessed based on a variety of factors, including the state of a 

hospital’s latrines, how frequently patients were bathed (to discourage lice and fleas), 

and how often linens and underclothes were changed.  The quality of ventilation in 

hospital wards remained a central concern as well, with many inspectors expressing 

worry that the buildup of “gangrenous poisons” in poorly ventilated wards would 

exacerbate the moral and physical decline of long-term patients.  

Despite advances in diagnosis and concerns over hospital cleanliness, the 

concept that diseases could be contagious, independent of the presence of miasmatic 

atmospheric poisons or inherent bodily weakness, remained fraught with controversy 

through the middle of the 19th century.  Two camps developed, the contagionists and 

the anti-contagionists, with contagionists insistent that quarantine was the best method 

of halting the spread of disease, and anti-contagionists arguing that such approaches 

were antithetical to personal liberty and lacked scientific support (Ringen, 1979; Bollet, 

2002).  Though physicians frequently fell into the anti-contagionist camp, at least 

nominally, they acted based on a combination of experience and expectation of their 
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patients’ likely health outcomes.  Some diseases, such as smallpox, were known to be 

inherently contagious, and isolation was a recognized and accepted method of 

controlling their spread (Bollet, 2002).  By the end of the war, gangrene was also 

recognized to spread from individual to individual; it too came to be treated through 

isolation of cases. 

The practice of isolation to control the spread of contagious diseases remained 

grounded in the idea that the root cause of illness came from negative miasmatic 

influences.  Gangrene, for example, was believed to spread by the smell that emanated 

from patients’ rotting flesh, rather than by bacteria transported between individuals on 

unwashed hands and unchanged bedding.  Official isolation wards were designed to 

contain odors and preclude the entry of further miasmas, and were thus designed as 

sealed buildings, set well away from the main body of a hospital or camp. 

 

Understanding and treatment of illnesses 

 At the time of the Civil War, doctors distinguished between ‘contagious’ diseases 

and ‘infectious’ diseases.  Contagious conditions were commonly illnesses believed to 

be spread through indirect contact or miasmas, and included diseases such as measles 

and gangrene.  In contrast, illnesses thought to spread through direct contact, such as 

syphilis or other venereal diseases, were considered infectious.  There was little 

consensus among doctors as to which particular diseases fell into each category, and 

doctors’ recommended treatments, other than isolating cases deemed contagious, were 

not typically tied to ideas of how illnesses spread (Bollet, 2002). 
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 Rather than how they spread, the 19th century American medical establishment 

separated diseases into several gross categories based on a combination of symptoms 

and affected body system. These categories could be further generalized into sthenic 

conditions and asthenic conditions.  Sthenic conditions were characterized by “excessive 

tissue excitability” – fever, rapid pulse, and, occasionally, delirium.  Many infectious 

diseases, including typhoid and influenza, were characterized as sthenic diseases by 19th 

century doctors.  Conversely, asthenic diseases, such as tuberculosis and anemia, were 

those in which the body’s tissues were not adequately responsive, and needed to be 

stimulated (Freeman, 1934; Risse, 1970).  Stimulants included anything from blistering 

wraps applied to the skin (e.g., “mustard plasters”), to alcohol, or to significant dietary 

alteration (Hudson, 1966; Warner, 1980). 

 By the time of the Civil War, American physicians were beginning to move away 

from so-called heroic interventions, such as bloodletting, purging, or blistering, in their 

treatment of disease.  The American medical approach focused on aggressively treating 

individuals, not only by addressing symptoms, but also by attacking what was believed 

to be root cause of the disease.  This stood in contrast to the European method of 

treating symptoms, while at the same time allowing a disease to take its natural course 

(Bollet, 2002).  Some conditions were better understood than others, and thus more 

readily addressed.  For example, by the 1860s, it was broadly known that scurvy could 

be treated by switching to a diet high in antiscorbutic foods, such as potatoes, onions, or 

lemons.  
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Physicians still turned to heroic interventions when it did not seem that “drug 

therapies”, such as dosing with mercury taffy or other contemporaneous medicines, 

were having adequate effect.  Cupping to cause intentional inflammation or bruising, 

and blistering were still employed to relieve perceived congestion within the body. In 

addition to redirecting sthenic “tissue excitability”, cupping and blistering were also 

believed to help in the release of damaging humors or miasmatic toxins that had 

entered the body (Brooks, 1966).  By the time of the Civil War, bloodletting had fallen 

from favor as a medical therapy.  In the 1830s, doctors in Europe began to examine the 

survivorship of patients who had been leeched, or who had experienced lancet 

bloodletting.  They found that patients with pneumonia who had been bled had the 

same likelihood of recovery as did patients who had received no such therapy.  With this 

discovery, lancing, leeching, and other forms of bloodletting began to fall from favor 

rapidly in Europe, which in turn influenced its practice by American physicians who had 

completed their training on the Continent.  Though leeching was still employed to 

reduce swelling, particularly after traumatic injuries or amputation, bloodletting as a 

treatment for disease was exceedingly rare by the 1860s when the war began (Bollet, 

2002).   

 Other conditions were not as readily cured, including chronic and acute diarrhea, 

gangrene, and respiratory maladies such as bronchitis and pneumonia; though doctors 

had a variety of treatments at their disposal, they were usually capable only of 

alleviating symptoms, and unable to treat the underlying cause. Some approaches even 

exacerbated the illnesses they were intended to relieve.  In cases of severe nausea, for 
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example, many physicians would prescribe ipecac or another emetic, with the intent of 

inducing vomiting.  The expectation was that nauseous symptoms would ease if the 

patient’s stomach was empty.  Another treatment for stomach or intestinal upset was 

belladonna.  Belladonna produces the compound atropine, which disrupts the ability of 

the parasympathetic nervous system to regulate some involuntary activities.  While 

belladonna or atropine treatments alleviated intestinal and stomach cramps, high doses 

could also result in breathing difficulties and depressed heart rate (Freemon, 2001; 

Bollet, 2002).   

Opium and opium tinctures were the most common treatment for diarrheal 

symptoms, though they were also applied as analgesics.  Opium was widely available 

among military doctors, and was most commonly dispensed as a powder, or as a 

tincture composed of approximately 10% opium and 90% water-alcohol mixture.  In 

severe cases of nausea, or to address localized pain, doctors injected an opium-water 

mixture using a syringe, or rubbed opium powders on a small incision cut near the site 

of discomfort (Adams, 1985; Bollet, 2002).  Opiates proved effective anti-diarrheal 

treatments due to their impact on intestinal water resorption. They did not necessarily 

stop patients’ bowel movements, but they did reduce the degree of water loss and 

slightly improved the likelihood of surviving chronic diarrhea.  Despite their 

effectiveness at reducing water loss, the relief afforded by opiate therapies was typically 

short-lived. 

  In cases of fever, the typical approach was to induce sweating in hopes that it 

would reduce body temperature.  This, too, was often accomplished through the 
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administration of emetics, since the act of vomiting also prompts activation of the sweat 

glands by stimulating a feedback loop in the sympathetic nervous system (Yates, 1992).  

Digitalis (foxglove) was administered to fevered patients in efforts to increase urine 

output, then thought to reduce dehydration by reducing body temperature (Maehle, 

1999).   

 Physicians also prescribed a variety of general-use remedies, with the intention 

of bolstering the body’s defenses against sickness or injury.  The most common of these 

was calomel, a taffy-like substance containing high concentrations of mercury.  Calomel 

and other heavy metal-rich cure-alls, such as “blue pills” (rose water, mercury, honey, 

and licorice) and tartar emetic (containing antimony), were widely dispensed by military 

and civilian doctors as cures for afflictions ranging from diarrhea to typhoid fever.  

Arsenic was widely available as well, sold as a topical cure for rashes (Brooks, 1966; 

Freemon, 2001). 

 

Managing infectious disease in the military 

 Despite limitations in treatment, the Civil War did afford doctors and other 

medical professionals an unexpected opportunity to develop a more thorough, and 

more realistic, understanding of the development and spread of infectious disease.  A 

large proportion of new army recruits hailed from rural regions, particularly on the 

Confederate side, and had never been exposed to the sorts of crowd diseases (e.g., 

measles, pertussis) to which more urban soldiers had developed immunity (Woodward, 

1864).  Bringing a large number of susceptible men into close proximity, as was the case 
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in training and mustering camps, resulted in broad epidemics within these camps.  

Though many of the epidemic breakouts remained localized, some inevitably spread 

beyond training encampments to afflict the army at large.   

 Initially, military physicians viewed these epidemic diseases among recruits as 

the result of “crowd poisoning”, wherein a combination of anxieties and homesickness 

afflicted the recruits; dangerous miasmas preyed upon these emotional-physical upsets, 

creating either susceptibility to or development of illness (Anderson and Anderson, 

1984).  Homesickness, “nostalgia” (typically equated with what is now considered 

clinical depression), and delirium, are occasionally noted in mortality rolls as a cause of 

death, but were most commonly seen as contributors to, not causes of, mortality.  

Anderson (2010) observed that recorded cases of nostalgia were particularly high in 

regiments that experienced high mortality from other causes (e.g., measles, typhoid, 

smallpox).  Commanders noted that seeing their companions’ sickness undoubtedly 

encouraged the development of these mental disorders among healthy troops, who 

summarily contracted an infectious disease and fell ill, leading to an observed 

correlation between nostalgia and disease susceptibility. 

Poor health screening was a major contributor to the introduction of epidemic 

diseases into the recruit population, at least at the outset of the war.  Immediately after 

secession, both militaries entered the conflict on the expectation that the war would be 

short-lived; accordingly, recruitment policies only stipulated that recruits appeared to 

be in adequate physical condition to keep pace when marching, and did not address 

concerns about the spread of infectious disease (Bollet, 2002).  Even after more 
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intensive pre-screening was mandated in mid-1862 (Stillé, 1868), the majority of recruits 

were disqualified not for illness, but for physical inadequacy.  Intestinal hernias, the 

most common reason for ineligibility, accounted for 21.8% of dismissals.  Absence of 

front teeth, which were needed, at the time, to bite off the lead ends of rifle cartridges, 

was the cause of another 18%.  Symptoms related to infectious disease, including skin 

lesions, persistent cough, or intestinal problems, together only comprised 3% of 

disqualifications, amounting to 4.6 dismissals for every 1000 recruits examined (Barnes, 

1870). 

 Infectious diseases were most severe during the initial year of the war, roughly 

from June 1861 through June 1862. The most recognizable and thus most 

comprehensively reported of these was measles.  Measles affected the Confederate 

troops more significantly than the Union army, likely due to the greater proportion of 

recruits hailing from rural areas (Barnes, 1870). Measles also had a high case-fatality 

rate, up to 11% in 1864, though the number of cases decreased during this time period. 

 Smallpox, historically, had been occasionally confused with measles (e.g., 

Sydenham, 1850), but by the 1860s the two diseases were nearly always accurately 

distinguished (Bollet, 2002).  During the Civil War, vaccination was commonly regarded 

as beneficial, especially in urban communities.  Rural recruits, however, often had no 

immunity to the disease, whether through immunization or through previous infection.  

Nominally, the army’s policy was to ensure that all new recruits were immunized against 

smallpox before they began active duty or training; in reality, enforcement of the 

vaccination requirement was piecemeal and haphazardly applied. Some of this 
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irregularity can be attributed to soldiers’ general anxiety regarding vaccination.  The 

military’s vaccination procedure was neither painless nor sanitary, and typically involved 

cutting a deep, short gouge with a scalpel or small knife, into which infectious material, 

frequently taken from another soldier, was pressed with a piece of cloth or a small 

spoon-like instrument (Cunningham, 1958).  Neither the knife nor cloths were sanitized 

between uses, and the procedure frequently led to the development of localized or 

systemic infections (Bollet, 2002).  The army’s smallpox immunization method would, 

occasionally, also result in the transmission of syphilis and other blood-borne diseases 

between recruits (Scott, 1891). 

 Malaria, often identified in records as “intermittent fever” due to its cyclic 

nature, was another major concern, particularly in the summer.  Dependent on 

mosquito vectors, the incidence of malaria in troops varied significantly, depending on 

time of year and location.  The Union army recorded nearly one million cases of malaria 

over the course of the war; official numbers were not recorded by Confederate forces, 

but estimates suggest that the incidence of malaria was higher in the southern army, as 

a higher proportion of southern soldiers were drawn from regions where malaria was 

endemic (Barnes, 1870).  Incidence of malaria peaked in the summer of 1863, when a 

significant amount of military activity was localized along the Atlantic coast and the 

swamps of Mississippi and Alabama.  During these periods, the incidence rate soared to 

over 400 cases per thousand active troops (Barnes, 1870).  Malaria remained second in 

frequency only to diarrhea and dysentery over the course of the war. 
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Diarrheal and nutritional diseases among the troops 

 Rations for soldiers on both sides of the war were representative of the limited 

preservation technologies of the time, as well as the challenge of consistently providing 

adequate nutrition and calories to thousands of troops.  The task of supplying 

lightweight, portable, yet sufficient rations to the troops was further complicated by 

poor comprehension of the macro- and micronutrient requirements needed to promote 

good health (Bollett, 2002).   

 Civil War physicians understood that a varied diet, such as that commonly 

enjoyed during peacetime, and which included vegetables, some fruits, lean and fatty 

meats, and grains, was correlated with good health.  They also recognized some key 

minerals (such as iron and calcium) and recommended a diet containing a balanced 

combination of “albuminous, fatty, and saccharine” flavors and textures.  However, they 

only recognized two dietary diseases: inebriation, and scurvy (Bollet, 2002).  Scurvy had 

a significant impact on soldiers’ ability to heal from wounds and perform in battle, yet at 

the same time was easily remedied with a vegetable-rich diet.  Despite knowledge of 

antiscorbutic foods, the mechanism that actually engendered scurvy remained unclear, 

however. 

 Physicians described the clinical manifestations of scurvy in detail, with focus on 

the effect of the disease on soldiers’ health and ability to function as effective 

combatants in the army.  The first symptoms were commonly emotional, and at the 

beginning of the war, often conflated with melancholia or nostalgia; the most commonly 

noted symptom was lassitude or indolence, associated with a nagging sense of fatigue.  
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Tissue changes followed, particularly puffiness of the face, loose teeth and bleeding 

gums, and pinprick hemorrhages (petechiae) under the skin (Barnes, 1870).  Scorbutic 

soldiers often complained of persistent achiness in the joints, later established to be 

associated with intermittent bleeds around joint capsules, and liver-spotting on the 

hands and feet.   

 More advanced cases of scurvy also often brought “derangement of the bowels” 

(Barnes, 1870), though doctors at the time were not consistently able to distinguish 

scurvy-induced chronic diarrhea from other causes.  They emphasized the connection 

between diarrheal symptoms and scurvy during the war, and extrapolated from this 

connection to hypothesize that all cases of chronic diarrhea could be treated through 

dietary change (Bollet, 1992a).  Chronic diarrhea among soldiers was, as previously 

noted, most commonly treated first with opium tinctures to reduce intestinal cramping, 

and then with glycerin or turpentine oil to increase evacuation of water and further 

harden stools.  The diet would then be supplemented with a combination of fatty meat, 

raw or cooked eggs, stale bread, sugared milk, and antiscorbutic vegetables (particularly 

raw potatoes and onions) (Stillé, 1868).  Though this would have helped soldiers whose 

diarrhea was caused by scurvy (and, to some degree, pellagra as well), many cases of 

chronic diarrhea were not engendered by nutritional deficiency, but rather by poor 

sanitation and food spoilage, which in turn led to the contamination of hands, food, 

clothing, and bedding with dangerous bacteria. 

 In retrospect, it seems likely that the most common cause of chronic and acute 

diarrhea among both Union and Confederate troops was contaminated or poorly 
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preserved rations.  Rations were provided by both the government, and by private 

vendors, who would sell complete rations to the army itself.  Some private vendors 

were also available to individual soldiers for the purchase of supplemental rations. Fresh 

food was frequently limited to what troops could forage or hunt for themselves, as 

vegetables and non-preserved meats spoiled rapidly (Steiner, 1968).  Rations were 

issued in packets for six to seven men, who then cooked them in a communal pot and 

divided them apiece; the sharing of rations also frequently resulted in the sharing of 

diarrhea, with the result that entire squads could be removed from service for several 

days. 

 Though chronic diarrhea proved to be the greatest non-traumatic killer of the 

war, when compared to other diseases, acute diarrhea and dysentery were not major 

killers of otherwise healthy troops.  The statistics for diarrhea and dysentery are 

typically mixed in the records (Barnes, 1870), as physicians did not have a standard 

method of distinguishing one from the other. The term dysentery most frequently 

referred to bloody stools, regardless of whether other diarrheal symptoms (i.e., watery, 

frequent stools) were present.  It was also applied to frequent or urgent defecation 

without the presence of blood in the feces, which would, in modern times, be 

considered simply diarrhea, and not dysentery (Steiner, 1968; Freemon, 2001).   

 Acute diarrhea and dysentery had the greatest reported incidence during the 

first three months of the war.  Incidence then dropped to relatively low levels that 

remained comparatively constant for the remainder of the conflict (Barnes, 1870), 

though efforts at camp and ration sanitation improved markedly over the course of the 
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war (Stillé, 1868).  Conversely, chronic diarrhea and, more rarely, chronic dysentery, 

caused more deaths combined than any other disease during the war.  Bollet (2002: 

285) notes that, “of soldiers suffering from chronic diarrhea, 162 of every 1,000 died; for 

chronic dysentery, 126 of every 1,000 died,” compared to mortality rates of 3 per 

thousand for acute diarrhea, and 17 per thousand for acute dysentery.  

 Chronic diarrhea was distinguished by prolonged, severe, daily diarrhea with 

frequent liquid or unformed stool.  These symptoms were further often accompanied by 

joint pain, weight loss, bodily weakness, and wasting (Riley, 1956).  Though chronic 

diarrhea was attributed to scurvy more frequently than was acute diarrhea, physicians 

and surgeons also often framed chronic diarrhea as the result of a lingering miasmatic 

influence, particularly since otherwise relatively healthy soldiers tended to develop 

chronic diarrhea in groups, rather than individually (Barnes, 1870).  It is likely that most 

cases of chronic diarrhea can be explained as any of three conditions: amoebiasis, 

shigellosis, or infection with intestinal bacteria such as E. coli, or Salmonella spp.  

Amoebiasis, caused by ingestion of a freshwater amoeba species (most commonly 

Entamoeba histolytica), is common only in tropical or subtropical regions, and so can 

explain only some cases that occurred in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama (Bollet, 

1992b), and which were frequently distinguished in the literature as “tropical 

dysentery” (Barnes, 1870).  It more likely that contamination of food or water by fecal 

bacteria was the leading cause of chronic diarrhea, a hypothesis supported by the fact 

that the home communities of recently-returned soldiers with chronic diarrhea were 

often struck by outbreaks of chronic diarrhea as well (Gillett, 1987). 
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Civil War Medicine in the Context of This Research 

 Through this research, it is important to keep in mind the degree to which 

understanding and treatment of disease has changed in the past 150 years.  Even across 

the five-year span of the Civil War, physicians’ understanding of medical interventions, 

including which therapies were helpful and which were harmful, improved significantly.  

Thousands of medical practitioners gained first-hand experiences in camp and field 

situations, many of which solidified Americans’ understanding of appropriate treatment 

and response to infectious diseases, including gangrene and smallpox.   

Other diseases, however, remained poorly understood, dysentery and other 

diarrheal diseases among them.  Lacking not only a solid understanding or acceptance of 

fecal-oral transmission, but also the means to effect meaningful sanitary improvements 

during wartime, Shigella and other similarly transmitted organisms thrived in prison and 

training camps, fouled streams, and urban areas.  The following chapter will provide 

further information on dysentery, including of the etiology and biology of the disease, 

its historical context, and ongoing research into transmission and mortality risk factors. 
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Chapter 3: Dysentery 
 
 
 

 

 Shigellosis, or bacillary dysentery is, at its most basic, a gastrointestinal disease 

caused by infection with Shigella bacteria.  Closely related to E. coli, Shigella can be 

divided into four species: S. boydii, S. dysenteriae, S. flexneri, and S. sonnei.  Of these, 

only S. dysenteriae appears to cause the sorts of wide-scale outbreaks seen in the Civil 

War. In the present-day United States, the majority of reported shigellosis cases are 

caused by S. sonnei (Todar, 2012).   

 Bloody or mucus-covered diarrhea has long been recognized as the hallmark 

symptom of bacillary dysentery, and was the defining characteristic for doctors and 

medics during the Civil War (Bollett, 2002).  Other symptoms include high fever, 

vomiting, and stomach cramps.  Symptoms typically begin to appear within 24-48 hours 

of the initial infection, and resolve within five to seven days with adequate nutrition and 

hydration.  A small number of individuals may become asymptomatic carriers, capable 

of spreading Shigella though they themselves are healthy. It has been estimated that 2-

5% of acute cases maintain carrier status for five or more years.  Children, the elderly, 

and individuals with compromised general health (e.g., poor nutrition, immune 

dysfunction, etc.), are most likely to become asymptomatic carriers, as weakened or 

reduced immune function prevents complete clearing of infectious material from the 

intestines (Hossain et al., 1994; Todar, 2012).   
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 Shigella is transmitted through the fecal-oral route from an infected individual to 

a susceptible one.  The bacteria are typically present in relatively low (200 – 500 

bacteria) (DuPont et al., 1969) but persistent quantities, both while an individual is 

symptomatic and typically up to two weeks afterwards.  The majority of infections in the 

developed world can be traced to waste management and sanitation failures, or to 

inadequate hand washing. Despite comparatively low bacterial loads in the feces of 

infectious individuals, Shigella can still be transmitted relatively efficiently because only 

a small number of organisms (typically between 10 and 200) are necessary to begin 

infection (DuPont et al., 1989; Mintz and Chaignat, 2008).   

 Epidemics of shigellosis can also be traced to infected food or water sources.  

Food is most typically contaminated by food handlers who do not thoroughly wash 

hands, or through failure to maintain a clean food preparatory area.  Drinking water can 

be contaminated by fecal runoff, though infection can also occur from direct contact 

with water (e.g., when bathing or swimming).  Shigella bacteria can survive on 

inanimate surfaces for several months in moderate temperatures (Kramer et al., 2006).  

Combined with the pathogen’s low infectious inoculum, these factors can lead to rapid 

spread from a single initial infection. 

 An acute infection of Shigella results in lasting immunity to the infecting species 

and serotype, such that infection with S. dysenteriae will protect an individual against 

reinfection from S. dysenteriae, but not against infection by S. flexneri or even against 

distinct epidemic strains of S. dysenteriae (Sayem et al., 2011).  There is enough 

variation within species that it is possible to be infected by a different serotype of the 
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same species (Noriega et al., 1999).  What immunity does develop is not permanent, but 

can last several years (DuPont et al., 1972).  There is evidence that the majority of 

modern outbreaks in undeveloped countries are caused by a single strain (e.g., Chiou et 

al., 2001), most commonly a S. dysenteriae serotype (Lew et al., 1991; Sayem et al., 

2011).  Thus, individuals in a community experiencing an outbreak of dysentery are 

likely to experience infection only once. 

 

Dysentery as a Modern Concern 

 In modern populations, bacillary dysentery, and epidemic dysentery in particular, 

are strongly correlated with overcrowded conditions (Shears, 1996; El Bushra and Bin, 

1999; Talukder et al., 2005) such as those found in refugee encampments and other 

confined populations.  Localized epidemics caused by Shigella dysenteriae, for example, 

have become an increasing concern in sub-Saharan Africa (e.g., Martin et al., 1994; 

Paquet et al., 1994; Milleliri et al., 1995) since an initial outbreak in Rwanda in the late 

1980s.  Deaths tied to a 1991 outbreak ultimately accounted for 6% of the total 

mortality recorded in the Kibuye Sector of Rwanda in 1991, and 12% in 1992 

(Birmingham et al., 1997).  Furthermore, the incidence in this population was estimated 

at upwards of 15%.   

 Investigations have identified a variety of factors that can help to illuminate 

individual risk factors for contracting dysentery.  El Bushra and Bin (1999) examined an 

outbreak of epidemic dysentery in Saudi Arabia, and observed that the most significant 

risk factor, in conjunction with the presence of an infected individual in the household, 
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was low individual square-footage in the household.  The majority of cases in the Saudi 

Arabia outbreak were individuals under the age of 30 years, though among adults there 

was no relationship between the age or sex of the index case and the pattern of spread 

within the household.  When the index case was a child (under 10 years of age), the 

disease was significantly more likely to spread first to individuals younger than the index 

case, such as younger siblings.  In addition, the researchers also highlighted that specific 

cultural practices might play a significant role in establishing the pattern of spread, as 

only households of Yemeni and Saudi descent became affected by the outbreak despite 

the myriad cultural groups living in close proximity in the town.  This suggestion is not 

expanded upon, however, and no further investigation seems to have occurred.  

 On-the-ground research was also undertaken in Africa.  Toole and Waldman 

(1997), in their meta-analysis of refugee health concerns, observe that during the influx 

phase of refugee camp development, the vast majority of mortality can be traced to 

diarrheal diseases, particularly cholera and dysentery. At Lake Kivu, Zaire (now Central 

African Republic), 90% of the deaths during the first month of the camp’s existence 

were caused by acute diarrhea and the resultant dehydration and malnourishment.  The 

case-fatality rate for dysentery rose as high as 10% during the camp’s first 6 months. 

Children seen for acute diarrhea, regardless of cause, were also significantly more likely 

to show evidence of malnutrition (Goma Epidemiological Group, 1995).   

 Effective methods of combating diarrheal disease are agreed-upon in general 

principle, but lacking in execution.  The most effective method of curbing the spread of 

fecal-oral diseases is reliable access to clean water and encouragement of regular hand 
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washing (Toole and Waldman, 1990; 1997).  However, there is disagreement as to 

whether a larger health impact can be made by ensuring a greater supply of moderately 

clean water, or a smaller supply of largely microbe-free water.  This question may be 

strongly impacted by concerns about which pathogenic agents are most likely to appear 

in a camp, given occupants’ area of origin and circulating pathogens in the region of 

establishment.  Due to the low dose of S. dysenteriae required to enable infection, 

ensuring availability of sterilized water may be the most effective method of curbing the 

spread of bacillary dysentery in refugee camps, even if use of this more expensive water 

source is limited to drinking and hand-washing activities.  Though there are suggestions 

that contaminated water is not a primary mode of transmission for Shigella (Faruque et 

al., 2002), improvements in water sanitation can significantly reduce the impact of other 

diarrheal diseases such as E. coli.   

Other transmission mechanisms that merit further investigation are the impact 

of flies on the spread of Shigella bacteria.  Though it appears that nonbiting flies (e.g., 

houseflies, blowflies) can play a role in transmission of fecal pathogens, including 

Shigella, their impact has not been fully quantified (Bidawad et al., 1978; Cohen et al., 

1991; Barro et al., 2006; Ugbogu et al., 2006).  While flies may not have a significant 

influence on the incidence of pathogens such as E. coli, which require a significantly 

higher infectious dose (typically on the order of 106 organisms) (Feng et al., 2011), the 

small amount of infectious material required to set up an infection with Shigella 

dysenteriae suggests that flies are more likely to have a measurable role in the spread of 

disease within a small geographic area.  If flies do play a significant part in the 
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transmission of dysentery through their movement patterns, interventions aimed at 

reducing fly concentrations, or limiting the access of flies to fecal and/or food materials, 

can be expected to have a positive impact on Shigella-related morbidity. 

 There has been little investigation into the avenues along which diarrheal 

diseases spread through refugee or confined populations, other than the observation 

that cases tend to increase as clean water becomes fouled.  In modern camps, the 

majority of cases tend to cluster in the very young (under 5 years) and the elderly, 

groups that commonly have less robust immune function than older children and adults 

(Shears et al., 1987; Birmingham et al., 1997; Toole and Waldman, 1997).  The spread of 

diarrheal diseases once within a household, or within the camp uncoupled from water-

use patterns, have not been analyzed in the unique circumstances of confined 

populations. 

 Since 2010, prison-wide epidemics of dysentery have been recorded in 

Afghanistan (Finn, 2012), Kenya (Ochieng, 2014), and the Dominican Republic 

(Rodriguez and De la Rosa, 2013), but none in the United States.  In American prisons, 

dysentery and cholera are rarely of concern, though small outbreaks of salmonella 

diarrhea still occur (e.g., Gicquelais et al., 2012).  The last major investigation involving 

dysentery in American prisons appears to be an analysis by Robert Derro (1978), who 

examined health conditions at a minimum-security workhouse in St. Paul, Minnesota.  

He observed that diarrheal diseases in general were a low-volume complaint, and that 

dysentery (defined as blood in the stool, unconfirmed by bacteriological examination) 

represented at most 15 cases out of his recorded 1,500 encounters at the workhouse. 
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Expanding on his research, Walker and Gordon (1980) state that the majority of 

diarrheal diseases in the United States prison system can be traced back to poor food-

handling and preparation practices. 

 Though dysentery does not pose a significant threat to the majority of citizens in 

the developed world, incarcerated individuals, as well as citizens of developing 

countries, must still contend with danger posed by this potentially deadly pathogen.  

Those at the greatest risk from epidemic dysentery are individuals in rural communities 

with underdeveloped water and sewage systems (El Bushra and Bin, 1999; Brooks et al., 

2003), and displaced individuals living in high-density encampments (Khan and Munshi, 

1983; Collins, 1998).  The Civil War prison camp at Camp Douglas provides a historic 

snapshot of a high-density, low-sanitation living arrangement; this well-documented 

situation can be harnessed in some aspects to provide insight into the way that 

Shigella’s biology interacts with human behavior and environment to determine the 

pattern and severity of a dysentery outbreak.  The following chapter describes in greater 

depth the development of Camp Douglas, the life and health of the inmates, and the 

relationship between prisoners’ experiences at Camp Douglas and modern infectious 

disease interventions. 

 

Dysentery in the Civil War 

 The impact of dysentery, and diarrheal diseases in general, on the Federal and 

Confederate armies increased dramatically across the course of the war.  Steiner (1968) 

notes that deaths increased from 4.2 per 1,000 mean strength in 1861 to 21.3 per 1,000 
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in 1865; over four years of active fighting, the Federal army reported over 1.7 million 

cases of dysentery and diarrhea, with an associated 44,500 deaths. Still more cases 

probably existed, categorized under different headings such as “acute gastroenteritis,” 

“hemorrhage of the bowels” and “intestinal debility” (Barnes, 1870).   

 Among active troops and in Union training camps, cases of acute dysentery 

peaked during the spring and summer months, though they were never fully absent 

from any large encampment.  Examination of the statistics for the Federal Department 

of the South in 1862 suggest that the incidence of dysentery in particular could be tied 

to the source of a camp’s drinking water: camps that drew on surface water sources, 

such as streams, reported consistently higher prevalence than did camps where troops 

had to dig wells to access water, suggesting that latrine contamination of rivers or 

brooks was a major source of infection (Barnes, 1870; Steiner, 1968).   

 On the Confederate side, of the 49,000 soldiers participating in the first major 

campaign in the Eastern Theater, the Peninsular Campaign of Eastern Virginia in early 

1862, 36,500 were reported to have suffered from acute dysentery or severe diarrhea in 

the preceding 9 months (Barnes, 1870), a prevalence of 74%.  Over 10,000 of these 

cases were hospitalized, and 10% ultimately died.   

 Treatment for dysentery was varied, though of limited efficacy.  The most 

commonly prescribed curative was opium, which, in addition to easing intestinal 

cramping, had the added benefit of inducing a pleasantly euphoric mental state (Bollett, 

2002).   For active soldiers, it was not uncommon for doctors to recommend a switch 
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from plain water to watered or straight whiskey.  This may have helped, as whiskey was 

less likely to be contaminated with fecal material than was water (Steiner, 1968).  

 Both inmates and guards at the Union prisons experienced higher incidence of 

diarrheal disease than did the army at large.  The occurrence of diarrheal diseases 

tended to increase at the greatest rate at sites with ongoing, large-scale occupation, 

which included both training posts and prison camps (Barnes, 1870).  Fully 20% of all 

reported illnesses at Camp Douglas could be attributed to dysentery and diarrhea, with 

a case fatality rate of 4.8%.  Levy (1994) and others (e.g., Eisendrath, 1989) argue that 

the reported case and mortality figures are likely to be underreported.  The incidence 

numbers in particular may represent only those individuals with cases severe enough to 

be moved into the camp hospital or request placement on the waiting list; it is more 

likely that the incidence of diarrhea and dysentery at Camp Douglas was closer to the 

average figure for both active armies, which was an approximately 50% chance of illness 

within any given 9 months (Barnes, 1870; Steiner, 1968).  From this, it can be estimated 

that one of every two inmates was likely to experience at least one case of acute 

dysentery or diarrhea during their average 280-day incarceration.
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Chapter 4: History and Health at Camp Douglas, Illinois 
 

 

At the end of the American Civil War, Camp Douglas, Illinois, had become as 

much a product of environment and behavior as it was a product of the Federal war 

effort itself: the housing, feeding, and guarding of an unexpectedly significant number of 

enemy combatants was a challenge that the Federal government had never faced 

before.  These aspects combined and synergized to create a unique combination of 

influences on the spread of dysentery through the camp population. Thorough 

assessment of these traits is central to the development of a model that accurately 

represents the various influences on disease prevalence, spread, and mortality.  In this 

chapter, I will present a brief discussion of the uneasy relationship between Chicago and 

its prison camp, describe the layout and experiences of the prisoners, and examine the 

relationship between sanitation, nutritional difficulties, and morbidity and mortality at 

the camp. 

 

Setting the Stage: Prison Camps during the Civil War 

 From the earliest battles of the Civil War, both the Union and Confederate 

armies found themselves saddled with hundreds of captured enemy troops.  This 

represented the first time that any significant number of prisoners had been taken by 

the United States in war.  In previous wars, the rules regarding exchange of prisoners 
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had been formally outlined in treaties established between adversaries at the onset of 

hostilities.  During the Civil War, however, the federal government was reluctant to 

establish formal prisoner exchanges with the Confederacy, due largely to the belief that 

doing so would legitimize the existence of the secessionist government as a sovereign 

nation (Bollet, 2002).  The result was the unexpected necessity to clothe, feed, and 

house a large number of enemy combatants; neither side had the infrastructure or the 

managerial processes adequate for the ultimate scale of the task. 

 Regardless of the underlying logic behind restricting prisoner exchange, the 

reality that became more and more pressing as the Civil War dragged on through four 

long years was the difficulty in maintaining the swelling number of Confederate POWs.  

What prison camps had been set up early in the war had been established with the 

expectation of a brief conflict, and they quickly reached and exceeded their capacities.  

Both sides established new camps to hold their war prisoners, in locations far from the 

battlefronts.  By the war’s end, the number of prison camps maintained by the Union 

army had expanded from a dozen to over 150, housing over 250,000 prisoners between 

them by the end of the war; the Confederacy maintained custody of nearly that many 

over the course of the war (Burnham, 1997; Sanders, 2005).   

Camp Douglas was founded in 1861, on about 60 square acres in the Cottage 

Grove neighborhood four miles south of Chicago near what is presently the campus of 

the University of Chicago.  Initially intended for use as a training and mustering-out 

point, Camp Douglas was identified as a potential prisoner-of-war camp early in the 

conflict (Levy, 1994; Speer, 1997).  The prison camp went through many changes in 
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command over its five-year history, associated with substantial variations in prisoners’ 

health, behavior, and experiences (Table 4.1).  Though there were noteworthy health 

and treatment concerns at all Civil War prison camps, prisoners at Chicago’s Camp 

Douglas proved to have particularly deleterious health outcomes and behavioral 

restrictions.  These stemmed largely from poor sanitation in the camp, Federal officials’ 

resistance to improvements in treatment and sanitation, and pervasive worries about 

the impact that prisoners’ behavior might have on the nearby city of Chicago (Kelly, 

1989; Levy, 1994). 

 

Camp Douglas, Chicago, and Public Perception 

Camp Douglas began its tenure as a prisoner-of-war camp early in 1862, after 

approximately 12,000 Confederate troops were captured during the battle of Fort 

Donelson, in Tennessee.  Though the majority of the prisoners were transferred to St. 

Louis’s Gratiot Street Prison, approximately 5,000 were sent by train to Camp Douglas 

(Eisendrath, 1960).  When the first prisoners arrived, they were housed in the same area 

of camp as the Union enlistees, in converted troop barracks; however, rapidly-swelling 

prisoner rolls and the realization the war might continue for years necessitated the 

construction of a separate prisoner enclosure.  Citizens of Chicago, who had largely been 

vocal supporters of the war effort, evinced mixed feelings about the transition of the 

military installation from mustering-out point for friendly troops into a prison for their 

enemies.  The widespread public disquiet about the impact the camp might have on 
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Chicagoans’ safety and security had an unexpectedly significant influence on prisoners’ 

experiences.   

Table 4.1.  Timeline of Key Events at Camp Douglas 

1861 

Winter    
Spring   Training Camp Founded 

Summer   Recruits/enlistees experience smallpox outbreak 
Fall    

1862 

Winter 
  Col. Tucker appointed as prison commander 

First POWs arrive 

Spring   Col. Mulligan appointed as prison commander 

Summer 
  Col. Tucker reappointed as prison commander 

Construction begins on dedicated Prisoners' Square 
More barracks ordered 

Fall   2nd major influx of POWs 

1863 

Winter 
  Lt. Col. Ammen appointed as prison commander 

Record high mortality,  

Spring   Sewer system authorized and construction begins 

Summer 
  Col. DeLand appointed prison commander 

Ration quality scandal 
Cook stoves replaced by boilers,  

Fall 
  Rations restricted 

Wood floors removed from barracks 
Independent vendors (sutlers) shut down (December) 

1864 

Winter 

  Col. Orme appointed prison commander 
Surgeon general's inspection finds "abysmal" 
conditions 
Prisoners' square completed 
Wood floors returned to barracks and barracks raised 

Spring 
  Col Strong appointed as prison commander 

Hospital expansion begins 
Sutlers reinstated 

Summer 
  Rations restricted 

Post surgeon refuses medicine for prisoners 

Fall 
  All vegetables removed from rations 

"Barterable goods" and money confiscated 

1865 

Winter   Water shutoff for sewer improvement 

Spring 
  Lee surrenders 

Camp shutdown begins 

Summer   All prisoners freed 
Sources: Eisendrath, 1960; Kelly, 1989; Levy, 1994; Speer, 1997. 
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The citizens of Chicago began expressing concerns about potential prison breaks 

as soon as the military announced conversion of Camp Douglas into a prison camp.   The 

degree of anxiety about the presence of the prison and the perceived danger it 

contained meant that, at least at the beginning of its career as a POW camp, Camp 

Douglas was a highly visible feature of citizens’ lives.  Historical accounts suggest that 

people were largely concerned with the presence of the prison itself rather than with 

the wellbeing and health of the inmates.  Newspaper editorials warned that seditious 

copperheads – southern sympathizers – would undoubtedly provide shelter to 

escapees, allowing disloyal confederate troops into the city, where they would 

doubtless burn it to the ground (Illinois Staats-Zeitung, 1862; Bross, 1875, Kleen, 2012).  

Though many escapes were attempted through the camp’s four-year tenure as a prison, 

however, men who successfully broke out of the stockade were readily apprehended.  

Nevertheless, the public anxiety surrounding the potential for prisoner mischief 

ultimately played a significant role in the ongoing reduction of prisoner freedoms and 

contact with the outside world.  Indeed, by the time that Camp Douglas closed in late 

1865, more mischief in Chicago was directly attributable to the camp’s guards than to 

the prisoners (Levy, 1994). 

Despite the hostility of the Union Army towards civilian intervention in the 

prison (Kelly, 1989; Levy, 1994), by 1862 and into the beginning of 1863 some local 

women’s groups had become well-known in the camp for bringing donations of clothes 

and food and providing laundry services. In addition, churches supplied apothecary 

services and medicines to help the camp doctors tend prisoners’ ailments (Tuttle, 1865).  
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After the terrible conditions suffered by Union prisoners at Georgia’s Andersonville 

Prison came to light, where reports indicated inadequate shelter and widespread 

starvation and disease, Camp Douglas saw a rapid drop-off in public sympathy.  General 

patriotic outcry, coupled with military retaliation for Confederate treatment of Union 

prisoners, greatly diminished the willingness of any public or military persons to 

advocate for the humane treatment of Camp Douglas’s prisoners. 

During the early years of the war, some citizens took advantage of the prison by 

setting up commissaries within the stockade; the Federal Army, however, rapidly 

established a system in which official contracts were awarded to the lowest bidder, 

which then enjoyed a monopoly within the prison, to the detriment of prisoners’ health.  

Commissaries, intended to provide supplemental food or general goods to prisoners, 

were notorious for selling poor-quality or spoiled food at inflated prices.  Fresh fruits 

and vegetables, when available, were often financially inaccessible to prisoners who 

depended on family and friends for money; what cash was sent was often confiscated 

by Union mail inspectors, who were concerned about prisoners’ ability to bribe their 

guards for a chance to escape (Levy, 1994). 

A combination of social factors combined to create a situation in which prisoners 

in the abysmal environments of the prison camps were not seen as victims of 

circumstance or of poor hygienic/health conditions, but as morally failing and therefore 

somehow less human.  According to the pre-Victorian mindset, to act in a non-civilized 

manner was to show oneself to be essentially less evolved than other members of 

society (Stocking, 1986).  In America, this was coupled with a strong cultural focus on 
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individual achievement, such that every man was responsible for his own wellbeing and 

behavior.  There was significantly less focus on circumstance, and more on an 

individual’s response to that circumstance. Despite deplorable living conditions, 

Confederate prisoners, for example, were expected to continue to comport themselves 

in an upright, civilized, respectable manner. When they were unable to do so, it 

reinforced the public perception of an ungrateful and uneducated enemy (e.g., Tuttle, 

1865).  Levy (1994) underscores the public’s impression that Confederate inmates were 

not “full” men when he discusses the way some enterprising citizens of Chicago set up 

viewing platforms and charged a fee to climb to the top and watch the Confederate 

captives in the prison stockade. 

In a time of cultural upheaval, it seems that doctors and citizens alike turned to 

an inconsistent attribution of disease causation as well.  From the perspective of 

northerners, Union soldiers who fell sick in training or battle were victims of 

circumstance; Union POWs who grew sick in southern prisons had been mistreated by 

their captors.  Conversely, when the same occurred to Confederate prisoners 

incarcerated in the north, their sickness was frequently attributed to moral lapses or 

animalistic behaviors (Holman, 1992).  

 

The Prison 

 Camp Douglas began its existence as a training camp for Federal troops.  After its 

transition to a prison, however, there were ongoing changes to its layout, designed to 

enhance security and put the people of Chicago at greater ease. Though the official 
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layout of the camp seemed to be in constant flux, it had three major sections that 

remained through the entirety of the war.  The eastern division of the camp contained 

officers’ quarters, post office and headquarters.  The central portion of the camp, White 

Oak Square, had the enlisted men’s barracks.  It also contained a hospital and morgue, 

which were ultimately incorporated into the prisoners’ square, which took up the 

majority of the fenced-in portion of the camp.  The prisoners’ camp, White Oak Square, 

and eastern Officers’ Division were all enclosed by a six-to-eight-foot-tall board stockade 

(Eisendrath, 1960).   Figure 4.1 presents a historic lithograph showing the layout of 

Camp Douglas, including the prison square and Union military buildings. 

The prisoners’ square consisted of 64 barracks, made of whitewashed pine 

clapboard, and raised two-to-three feet off the ground.  The elevation of the barracks 

was intended to deter attempts at tunneling, but was also compelled by the soggy, 

muddy ground of the low-lying camp.  The barracks were constructed to plan at 90 feet 

long by 24 feet wide.  A 22-by-24-foot kitchen area in each building resulted in a final 

living space of 72-by-24 feet per barrack (Levy, 1994).  The barracks were designed to 

house 96 men in two rows of tiered bunks, with the total capacity for the camp 

estimated at approximately 6,000.  This allowed approximately 18 square feet of living 

space per man inside each building.  Increases in POW numbers – on one day in 1863, 

the camp received nearly 2,000 new prisoners – meant that when the prison reached its 

maximum population of nearly 12,500 in early 1865, the men had only 8 square feet of 

space in the barracks, where they were bunked three high with two men to a bed 

(Eisendrath, 1960).  In addition to the barracks, the prisoner’s square had a hospital 
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building, initially with 120 beds but later expanded, and a chapel, which was 

intermittently available for inmates to read, and attend or conduct services. 

 

Figure 4.1.  Lithographic map of Camp Douglas, showing the Prisoners’ Square (rear, 
outlined in black), White Oak Square (front right, including enlisted men’s barracks) and 
the officers’ region (front left, including post office, hospital, and morgue).  Lake 
Michigan can be seen in the lower left-hand corner. Artist unknown.  Library of 
Congress. 
 
 

Daily Life and Prisoners’ Experiences 

 When the first prisoners arrived in 1862, they were housed in separate barracks, 

but were maintained within the same square as the Union recruits training at the camp.  

They reported that they received adequate rations, and housing more comfortable than 

what they had experienced tenting during battle (Speer, 1997).  The prison chaplain 

provided books, and prisoners were permitted free range of White Oak Square so long 
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as they did not approach the board fence (Barrow, 1864). The main complaint seemed 

to be boredom, fleas, and body lice.  There were many diversions for the first prisoners 

to enjoy despite their incarceration. For example, in 1862, Chicagoans operated a 

photographer’s studio, a newsstand, barber, and a cobbler within the bounds of the 

main camp square (Kelly, 1989). 

 The second influx of prisoners, the first group that entered Camp Douglas when 

it was an exclusively prisoner-of-war installation, reported a significantly different 

experience.  Though barracks had been hastily constructed in expectation of a large 

number of Confederate captives, men were still two-to-three to a bunk.  When the 

weather was tolerable, prisoners typically preferred to spend their free time out in the 

yard rather than in the crowded, dark, and filthy barracks (Huff, 1863; Levy, 1994). 

In addition to overcrowding, other conditions in the barracks compounded 

prisoners’ misery. Initially, beds were lined with straw tick mattresses, which quickly 

deteriorated and were not replaced.  Blankets were in limited supply, and were often 

repurposed as ponchos or coats to help protect against the unaccustomed northern 

winters.  An invasion of body lice in late 1862 resulted in the burning of blankets and 

other textiles (i.e., prisoner clothing) in efforts to restrict their spread, as well as that of 

fleas, which had infested the prisoners’ barracks (Levy, 1994).  Confiscation of blankets 

during a particularly cold Midwest winter resulted in an epidemic of pneumonia, a 

situation exacerbated by prisoners’ poor physical condition (Levy, 1994; Speer, 1997).  

Not long after, the army suspended its practice of providing replacement clothes to 

prisoners whose uniforms were too tattered or whose outer clothing had been 
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confiscated or destroyed.  Boots were declared contraband, and summarily confiscated 

and sold back to the Union Army to outfit its own troops.  In 1864, the commander, Col. 

Sweet, stopped the issuance or sale of candles, under the suspicion that they were 

being used to aid in tunneling and escape efforts (Speer, 1997), leaving prisoners in the 

dark and without heat.  Prisoner barracks were initially heated by three wood-burning 

stoves set down the center aisle between the beds.  These stoves caused the total 

destruction of 6 barracks and 400 feet of fencing due to improper banking one night 

after lights-out (Eisendrath, 1960). The stoves were removed entirely in mid-1863, as 

retaliation for poor Confederate treatment of Union POWs.   

 Sutlers, or independent goods-vendors, were intermittently permitted and 

banned over the course of the war.  Early on, they functioned similarly to general goods 

stores, where prisoners could purchase a wide range of items, including cloth, buttons, 

and thread; fresh fruits, vegetables, and baked goods such as bread; coffee, tea, and 

tobacco; and paper, stamps, pencils, and ink.  As the war continued and restrictions on 

prisoner freedoms increased, sutlers were limited to an explicit list of items, primarily 

tobacco, stamps, and paper (Speer, 1997). The sutlers operated on a system of receipts 

and permissions, where a prisoner would submit a request for approved goods, which 

were paid for with tickets reflecting the amount in their prisoner account.  The sutler 

would then submit his own request to the prison command, receive equivalent cash to 

the amount he had received in tickets, and then disburse his goods to the prisoner 

(Lazelle and Perry, 1902). 
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Eisendrath (1989) and Levy (1994) both report approximately the same daily 

routine.  Reveille was at dawn, with breakfast expected to be finished within 30 

minutes.  An hour past reveille, men were to turn out into the yard for roll call, after 

which they were assigned to work detail or dismissed for idle time.  Dinner, if rations 

allowed, was at noon, with more idle time or organized work until 5:00 pm.  Men were 

expected to take their supper at approximately 5:30 pm, after which they were 

supposed to remain in their barracks.  Before candles were banned in 1864, this time 

could be spent dicing, playing cards, reading or writing before lights-out at 9:00 pm.  The 

routine varied little throughout the rest of the camp’s occupation, save that after 1864 

prisoners were obliged to spend their evenings in the dark.  Prisoners could leave the 

barracks after dark – for example, to use the latrine – but risked being shot by guards 

(Levy, 1994). 

On Sundays, the full barracks were turned out with belongings for a sanitary 

inspection.  Poor cleanliness was punished by public scrubbing, followed by a parade 

around the square in packing boxes marked “Vermin” (Eisendrath, 1989).  Though 

officially outlined by military orders, requirements for prisoner cleanliness were also 

strongly reinforced by peer pressure (Copley, 1893).  From the view of the camp guards, 

enforcement of prisoner cleanliness was largely intended to control the spread of fleas, 

lice, and other parasites, rather than to reduce the spread of disease-causing pathogens. 

Prisoners also held church services on Sundays, either in barracks or in the public chapel 

in the square (Eisendrath, 1989).   
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There were some particular challenges that prisoners faced through their time at 

camp.  The first was an ongoing issue with access to water, which was only fully 

ameliorated in the months just before the war ended.  In 1863, the military installed 

pumps to bring water in from Lake Michigan.  These were available for prisoner use, but 

a population of 7,000 meant that individuals spent hours waiting for access.   

 

“Inexcusably Inhuman”: Sanitation Challenges 

 Built on low, marshy ground, Camp Douglas experienced significant issues with 

sanitation and drainage from its inception, which only became more pressing as the 

population swelled over the course of the war.  Before the transition to prison camp, 

enlistees complained that latrines would fill quickly with water, leading to leaks or 

overflows of fecal material (Kelly, 1989).  Concerns were only exacerbated when it was 

announced that Camp Douglas was scheduled to be transitioned into a large-scale 

military prison. 

 Soon after the first prisoners arrived in June of 1862, the Union Army began 

work to improve sanitation in the camp.  Erection of new barracks and installation of 

drinking water and sewage lines (Levy, 1994) began after a scathing Sanitary 

Commission report was sent to Col. Hoffman, overseer of the Union Army’s prison 

system.  Expansion of the drainage system, along with the parole of the majority of the 

camp’s prisoners in September of 1862 bettered the health outcomes of those who 

remained, but a new influx of inmates in January of 1863 proved that the amendments 

to the prison’s water and waste handling did not result in long-term health 
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improvements, and by the summer of 1863, disposal of sewage had reemerged as a 

pressing issue for the camp. 

 Unsanitary conditions caused by marshy ground and poorly sealed, overflowing 

latrines were not restricted to the prison yard.  The prison barracks were built with 

poorly joined wooden slat floors, but mud, overcrowding, and the buildings’ settling 

meant that garbage and dirt were constantly tracked inside (Kelly, 1989). Faced with 

pressure from the Sanitary Commission and army command, in 1863 Col. DeLand, the 

commander at the time, began requiring prisoners to regularly sweep out their barracks 

and dust with lime to improve health and reduce miasmatic influences (Levy, 1994).  The 

Original Records suggest that this did improve health outcomes for a short time.  After 

the discovery of several escape tunnels, however, wooden floors were ordered removed 

from prisoners’ barracks.  The slat floors were replaced with packed earth, ostensibly to 

make it more difficult for the Confederate soldiers to hide efforts at tunneling.  Levy 

(1994:169) notes that this made it significantly more difficult to maintain sanitary 

conditions in the barracks, a situation already complicated by severe overcrowding.   

 In January of 1864, the United States Surgeon General’s office inspected the 

camp again (War Department, 1864).  The inspector reported filthy, overcrowded 

barracks, infestations of lice, fleas, and other vermin, a trash-littered yard and 

improperly sealed latrines, which allowed waste to seep to the surface.  It was 

suggested that barracks should be raised several feet off the ground to prevent mud and 

fouled water from seeping into prisoners’ housing (Kelly, 1989); as the barracks were 

being rearranged and moved wholly into the Prisoners’ Square, this was done. 
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Additionally, wooden floors were re-installed, which temporarily improved diarrheal 

morbidity at the camp (Scott, 1891). 

 A follow-up Sanitary Commission investigation in April of 1864, the final sanitary 

report on the camp, reported significant improvements to drainage in the yard and 

cleanliness within the barracks.  The commission advocated upgrading the prison’s 

drinking water pipes from 3” diameter to 6”, as the population of the camp had begun 

to balloon from 7,500 to 10,000 (Kelly, 1989; Levy, 1994).  All water lines were cut off 

that winter as they were replaced with pipes of greater diameter, and prisoners began 

to gather fallen snow to melt for water.  However, installation of these new pipes 

resulted in readily available water in early spring 1865.  Prisoners took advantage of the 

improved water access to enforce general rules among themselves regarding cleanliness 

of clothes and general hygiene (Levy, 1994). 

 

Nutrition among the Confederate prisoners 

 Though the first prisoners enjoyed adequate, good quality rations, the 

nutritional status of inmates diminished precipitously over the course of the war.  

Confederate soldiers arriving at the prison were often reported to be in poor body 

condition, as the corn-based Confederate rations were of lower nutritional value than 

the equivalent Union rations (Kelly, 1989).   Initially, rations within the prison were 

reported as adequate, and if prisoners desired they could supplement with fruits, 

vegetables, and other foods from prison sutlers.  However, as the war continued, rations 

were reduced.   
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 The first major ration reduction came under the tenure of Col. DeLand, in 

summer 1863.  This ration reduction was part of a larger scandal involving vendor 

corruption, where the rations delivered to the camp were under-weight, bulked up with 

inedibles, such as sawdust or chalk, or spoiled (Kelly, 1989). As a result, prisoners were 

obliged to go hungry as food became unavailable or ran out too quickly due to 

underweighting.  The ration scandal coincided with the total banning of sutlers by the 

Union Army command in December of 1863 (Levy, 1994).  The closure of their shops 

coincided with an increase in scurvy among the prison population (Speer, 1997), though 

the overall mortality rate from scurvy at Camp Douglas remained low, at 2 deaths per 

1,000 prisoners (Barnes, 1870).  

 The nutritional and caloric value of the food that was received was further 

diminished by changes in the barracks stoves.  Until late 1863, rations had been 

prepared on stoves in communal cookhouses, where the finished meals were disbursed 

to the prisoners.  A subsequent rearrangement of the camp due to the construction of 

new barracks meant that cookhouses were dismantled.  Prisoners now cooked their 

own food in their barracks in 40-gallon boilers, which provided inadequate heat, and 

which prisoners complained rendered food inedible (Levy, 1994).   

 The second ration reduction took place in May of 1864.  Of particular complaint 

was the removal of hominy, coffee, and tea, and a decrease in the amount of meat 

allotted per prisoner (Barnes, 1870).  By summer, it was reported that rations were no 

longer lasting the full duration they were expected, and several prisoners were punished 

for scavenging bones to boil for soup (Levy, 1994).  One Confederate veteran reminisced 
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that hungry men began to catch and eat rats (Bean, 1914), though military records make 

no mention of this practice. 

 Vegetables were removed from prisoners’ rations in the fall of 1864, though they 

could still be purchased at the prison sutlers, which had been re-instated after a change 

in command early in 1864 (Eisendrath, 1960).  The Union Army, however, insisted that 

all money and “barterable goods” (including spare clothing) be confiscated from 

prisoners to counteract fears of bribery (Levy, 1994).  This rendered the sutlers’ services 

effectively inaccessible.  Doctors began to refuse to return sick prisoners to the barracks, 

citing the ever-rising incidence of scurvy in the prison population and its negative impact 

on prisoners’ health.  Those they sent out, argued the doctors, invariably ended up right 

back in the hospital (Kelly, 1989).    

 

Disease-related Morbidity and Mortality 

 Diseases began to spread among both enlisted Union troops and the 

Confederate prisoners almost at once after the first POWs arrived.  Diarrhea and 

dysentery laid low many prisoners, and roughly 700 of 5,000 men were recorded as 

having died from disease between February and September of 1862, though the precise 

causes were not noted (Levy, 1994). 

 Despite an outbreak of pneumonia in early March of 1862, which killed 1 in 8 

affected, physicians were not permitted to tend to prisoners until mid-April (Levy, 

1994). In February 1863, Camp Douglas logged the highest per-capita mortality of any 

prison camp during the Civil War (9.9%), recording the deaths of 387 men, from a total 
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population of 3,884 (Levy, 1994; Speer, 1997).  The majority of the new prisoners had 

been held previously in St. Louis, where they had inadequate food, clothing, or shelter, 

and had arrived in Chicago in poor physical condition; several had smallpox, and chronic 

and acute diarrhea and dysentery were common complaints (Kelly, 1989).  The majority 

of deaths recorded during the first half of 1863 were attributed to typhoid fever and 

pneumonia (Barnes, 1870; Levy, 1994).  Though the Union military command continued 

to allow surgeons and nurses to attend to prisoners, hospital space was inadequate, 

with only 120 beds available for prisoners (Speer, 1997).  Hospitals were reserved 

primarily for the isolation of the most obviously contagious prisoners (e.g., those with 

measles).   

 In the spring of 1864, work began on a new hospital, which added an additional 

170 beds and included hot water sinks as well as a laundry to improve sanitary 

conditions.  Despite this, the camp continued to suffer from a lack of bed space for sick 

inmates, even though smallpox and measles cases were now being treated and isolated 

in a converted stable, rather than the camp’s general hospital (Levy, 1994).  After the 

appointment of Col. Benjamin Sweet to prison command that May, a sanitary 

commission report noted that the prison hospital’s 230 beds were full, necessitating 

that an additional 250 severely-ill men remain in their barracks, and that a full 36% of 

the prisoners evinced some sort of illness, primarily diarrhea and typhus.  

 Open ditches and standing water throughout the camp fed a large mosquito 

population in and around Camp Douglas (Levy, 1994).  “Malarial fevers” were the most 

commonly reported complaint by Confederate prisoners.  This heading included any 
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intermittently recurring fever accompanied by body pain (Bollet, 2002, Barnes, 1870).  

Malaria remained a concern in Chicago through the 1870s, after which the incidence 

began a precipitous decline (Mullner, 2002), so it is possible that prisoners who had not 

contracted malaria during active campaigning contracted it once in the prison.  Over 

19,000 complaints of malaria were recorded by the hospital staff at the camp, though 

only 323 deaths were attributed directly to the disease. 

 Diarrheal disease, including dysentery, spread through fecal contamination of 

water and food supplies as well as contact with soiled surfaces and linens, was the 

second most commonly recorded illness at the camp (Barnes, 1870), with 13,455 cases 

and 628 deaths.  Diarrhea was often noted as a contributing factor in prisoners’ deaths, 

and health authorities took note of the connection between the prevalence of the 

disease within the camp, and prisoners’ unsanitary living conditions.  The case fatality 

rate of all diarrheal diseases combined was 4.7%, significantly lower than that of 

pneumonia.  In the final 6 months, however, fully 21% of all deaths at Camp Douglas 

were attributed to diarrheal diseases.  Though diarrheal diseases did not result in as 

many deaths on a per-infection basis, the fact that the number of deaths is so high 

indicates that the prevalence of diarrheal diseases was enormous in this prison 

population, and presented a significant and ongoing health risk. 

 Mortality rates were highest for pneumonia (and pleurisy), with 4,655 cases and 

1,206 deaths, a case fatality rate of 25.9% (Barnes, 1870).  Poor nutrition and reduced 

immune function meant that prisoners offered fertile ground for the development of 

opportunistic infections by bacteria and fungi. The death records for pneumonia also 
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include pneumonia secondary to typhoid, a fecal-oral disease that appeared frequently 

in Camp Douglas’s death registers.  Typhoid itself is not separated out in the official 

records, but registers covering the final six months of occupation attribute 75 of the 880 

total deaths to typhoid fever.  The total number of cases that occurred during this time 

period is unavailable. 

 As this overview illustrates, the conditions for prisoners at Camp Douglas were 

far from ideal.  There were many health hazards in the camp, including scurvy due to 

malnutrition, and influenza and pneumonia exacerbated by unheated barracks and 

inadequate clothing.  However, as a single united cause of misery, none rivaled 

dysentery and diarrhea from contaminated food and filthy latrines.  The environmental 

and cultural frameworks that guided war and health efforts during the 1860s can help 

researchers to understand not only the conditions in the camp, but also the way that 

various aspects of camp life interacted to create the observed disease and behavioral 

dynamics.
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Chapter 5: Agent-Based Modeling in Anthropology and Epidemiology 

  

 

 

Human and primate social, behavioral and physical features are often directly 

observable, or can be accessed through other investigative tools such as DNA 

sequencing.  However, when it comes to developing an objective understanding of how 

these various facets of human behavior, sociality, and biology interact, models have 

proved a useful tool.  A model, at its most basic, is a simplified representation of a 

phenomenon of interest. Researchers use models to predict the outcome of a 

combination of influential factors, to understand or clarify a network of causal 

relationships, or to identify unknown influences on a system (Gilbert, 2008). 

 Models are useful in that they allow researchers to identify potential 

relationships between different factors influencing the phenomenon of interest, and to 

measure and formalize those relationships in a precise and testable manner.  Van der 

Leeuw (2002) argues that models are most useful when researchers are investigating 

the relationships between a given phenomenon, and the disparate characters that can 

combine to give rise to that phenomenon.  Models offer investigative flexibility into the 

ways various phenomena can combine to produce or contribute to a behavior, health or 

evolutionary development, or other outcome that the researcher hopes to understand. 

Models – statistical, mathematical and computer simulation – have been used in 

all fields of anthropology, and the appropriateness of different types of models for 
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particular projects is strongly dependent on the researcher’s goals. Sattenspiel (2003) 

distinguishes mathematical and statistical models by their analytical approach.  

Statistical models begin with data, and use mathematical formulae to describe or 

explain the relationship(s) between potential explanatory factors – typically, several 

statistical explanatory models are generated based on the existing data, and assessed 

for goodness of fit.  Mathematical models, on the other hand, begin with a theoretical 

understanding or explanatory framework, and use the hypothesized relationships to 

produce data that are then compared to real-world observations.  Simulation modeling, 

of which agent based modeling is a subset, is an extension of mathematical modeling 

techniques, enabled by increases in computing power.  Agent-based models differ, 

however, in that the phenomena they are developed to investigate typically cannot be 

expressed or understood through explicit mathematical formulae. 

 This chapter begins with a discussion of the various ways modeling has been 

harnessed by anthropologists to investigate a variety of different phenomena.  This will 

be followed by a brief overview of agent-based modeling with a focus on 

epidemiological, historical, and anthropological applications. 

 

Mathematical and Statistical Modeling in Anthropology 

 Anthropologists have employed modeling approaches for several decades in 

efforts to gain more robust, empirical insight into such varied topics as marriage 

patterns, altruism in humans and other primates, foraging, and the dynamics of ancient 

and modern populations.  The studies presented in this section do not provide an 
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exhaustive review of modeling in anthropology.  Rather, they were selected to provide a 

sampling of the various questions that anthropologists have addressed using modeling 

approaches, and to present examples of the considerations that must be taken into 

account when employing a model as a research tool. This section provides a brief 

overview of non-computer simulation models; agent-based models and other simulation 

approaches will be discussed in the next section. 

One of the primary features of model development is the fact that in developing 

a model, the researcher is forced to delineate explicit rules and parameters that he or 

she believes govern the relationship between data points.  An exhaustive example of 

this approach can be found in White’s An Anatomy of Kinship (1963), in which he 

meticulously defines the rules governing exogamous marriage patterns in several 

cultural groups.  The resulting mathematical models contain such level of detail that any 

deviation in White’s “rules” from reality will have an immediate and apparent effect on 

the data produced by his model; thus, the impact of the underlying systems on marriage 

patterns can be fully and objectively explored.   

Cultural anthropologists have harnessed mathematical models to approach such 

topics as the development and transmission of social markers, and their comparability 

to genetic relatedness (Boyd and Richerson, 1987).  They designed a model to test the 

assumption that cultural traits are most likely to be transmitted between individuals 

who already exhibit a high level of ‘sameness’.  However, Boyd and Richerson approach 

sameness from a cultural angle rather than a genetic one, and argue that cultural variety 

in humans allows the members of a single cultural group to occupancy a greater number 
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of environmental and social niches, improving the population’s overall reproductive 

success.   Other cultural anthropologists have examined optimized foraging patterns in 

hunter-gatherer groups.  The statistical model employed by Brown et al. (2007) in their 

investigations of preferred camp locations among African hunter-gatherers was based 

on a mathematically optimized search pattern called a Lévy flight; the researchers 

discovered that wet- and dry-season placement of Dobe Ju/’hoansi base camps 

provided maximally-efficient access to the broadest possible array of water and food 

sources.    

Archaeologists have applied mathematical and statistical modeling techniques to 

improve the rigor of archaeological techniques.  Read (1974) cites the importance of 

explicit assumptions in model building, and argues that applying this approach with the 

intention of validating some of archaeology’s foundational assumptions has the 

potential to significantly improve the scientific rigor and empirical comparability of 

archaeological investigations. Archaeologists have also coupled mathematical and 

statistical modeling with genetic data, geographic site distribution and temporal artifact 

variations to model human dispersion, including that of prehistoric human groups 

throughout the Old World (e.g., Hazelwood and Steele, 2004; Fedetov et al., 2008; 

Steele, 2009), the displacement of hunter-gatherer groups by agricultural populations 

(Aoki et al., 1996), and other large-scale human movement patterns (e.g., Bell and Lock, 

2000).  

Use of non-statistical mathematical models in primatology and closely related 

fields has largely focused on the behavioral ecology of humans and nonhuman primates 
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(Dunbar, 2002), providing deeper understanding of the connections between 

environmental variations and primate reproduction and sociality (Barrett, 2000; 

Harcourt and Greenberg, 2001), predation (Lima, 1987), and group dynamics 

(Williamson and Dunbar, 1999).  Researchers developing and implementing these 

simulations have used them to examine theoretical minimum and maximum parameters 

under which observed primate behaviors remain adaptive, allowing for greater 

quantification of the impact of environmental or social change on primate groups.   

 

Agent-Based Modeling 

Agent-based models (ABMs) have become increasingly common in the social 

sciences, including anthropology, over the past 10 years, as they allow researchers to 

combine the beneficial aspects of formal modeling (i.e., explicit assumptions, 

empirically-verifiable data) with testable behavioral assumptions in a manner that 

preserves individual-level heterogeneity.  This combination enables researchers to 

develop and test hypotheses about the way small-scale social and behavioral variables 

can combine and lead to macro-scale patterns (El-Sayed et al., 2012).  

Agent-based modeling is a subset of computer simulation modeling, an approach 

that developed out of mathematical modeling, but which itself is typically not based on 

any explicit mathematical assumptions or formulae (Sattenspiel, 2003).  Simulation 

models allow scholars to address questions involving smaller groups than traditional 

mathematical models: they are able to capture and incorporate a population’s inherent 

heterogeneity, which is more likely to have a measurable impact on model outcomes 
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when the sample size is small.  This makes them an attractive tool for anthropologists, 

whose small study populations may not meet the assumptions of homogeneity required 

for mathematical or statistical models to be appropriate.  The applicability of agent-

based models to a small-scale approach distinguishes this approach from other 

methods, such as regression models, which focus on aggregated, rather than individual-

level, data.  

The term “agent” refers to the individual actors in the model, which can make 

choices and react not only to the environment, but also to the behaviors or traits of 

other agents around them (Railsback and Grimm, 2011). Each agent obeys a set of rules 

that govern general patterns of its behavior through the model’s run.  The particulars of 

these rules may vary with that agent’s unique or shared traits, and each agent may be 

able to change its traits or behaviors based on its perceptions of the environment.  By 

harnessing the potential for agent-level decision-making, a researcher can create a 

heterogeneous population of actors that affect their environment and one another 

based on choices that the agents themselves make. 

 Gilbert (2008) argues that all agent-based models have 4 or 5 essential features.  

The first he calls ontological correspondence, which simply means that there is some 

direct connection or comparison between the agents in the model and a real world 

actor or situation.  In order for an ABM to provide useful information, there must be 

some real-world framework through which the results can be understood.  Another 

essential feature, as noted above, is that agents should be heterogeneous.  If a 

researcher is assuming that the actors compose a homogeneous population composed 
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of “typical” individuals, mathematical models provide a stronger approach in that they 

are better able to clarify the nature and degree of relationship(s) between variables, 

whereas ABMs are better equipped to address the “why?” and “how?” of the 

phenomenon of interest, and how it arises from individual interactions (Gilbert, 2008).  

Heterogeneity allows the researcher to develop agents that have their own 

unique combination of features, preferences, or behaviors that can potentially impact 

the outcome of the situation in question. The agents are arranged on an environment, 

composed of other agents, physical features (such as barracks and walls) and/or 

features such as population density, which are not explicitly physical but which can 

impact the agents’ behaviors and the simulation outcomes.  As the environment is made 

up of other agents as well as physical features, agents must be able to sense and 

potentially interact with other agents, meaning that the behaviors of one agent can 

impact the behavior of others.  These could be direct interactions (e.g., two agents 

sharing information) or indirect (such as the population density example above).  Finally, 

agents in ABMs can be made intelligent, in a sense, in that they may be able to choose 

to change their behavior in response to alterations in the environment or based on 

other information that they gain.  Epstein (2006) includes another distinguishing feature 

as well, non-equilibrium dynamics: where many researchers using mathematical models 

are interested in maintaining or maximizing the variable of interest, agent-based models 

allow researchers to look at “tipping points”, where interactions between agents can 

alter the trajectory of an outcome.  The features of a model’s population can be 

combined in different ways and with different parameters (e.g., different work hours, 
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ages, etc.) to assess the influence of each factor on the spread of a disease.  The 

heterogeneity that makes ABMs useful is also good in that it introduces a degree of 

randomness into the statistical environment, and the strength of the model can then be 

tested by assessing the impact of randomness on the outcome of the model runs. 

 One of the primary benefits of ABMs is that they are able to capture emergent 

phenomena.  This means that the results of interactions between model modules (e.g., 

between agents and other agents, or between agents and their environment) or model 

parts (e.g., the agents themselves) may analyzed individually to assess the degree and 

nature of the impact each of each individual model aspect on the final product.  In this 

way, ABM can be considered a bottom-up approach to modeling, wherein aspects of the 

model interact freely to produce or impact the phenomenon of interest, and agent 

behavior is the sole driving force behind changes in the model outcome/distribution.  

These micro-level interactions can result in the production of macro-level changes in 

group behavior or environment.  ABMs are particularly suited to investigations 

concerned with social processes, because they maintain the importance of the 

individual agent (and its characteristics, behavior, etc.) in the production of population-

level trends (El-Sayed et al., 2012). 

An additional advantage of ABMs is that they are inherently flexible in scale.  An 

agent can represent any level of existence, from a passive or semi-passive portion of a 

system (e.g., a blood cell), to an autonomous individual (e.g., a person, a bumblebee), to 

a system (e.g., a city’s economy), though all are unified by the fact that they can be 

assigned unique attributes or otherwise considered to be independent actors.  This 
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scalability, according to Epstein and Axtell (1996) simplifies the quantitative aspect of 

model development, because parameters and environmental/agent features can be 

established relative to the size/resolution of the model agents.  

 

Applications of Agent-Based Models  

In recent years, simulations and agent-based models have been tapped by many 

different fields in the social sciences.  Political scientists have employed agent-based 

models to assess the way that overconfidence can prove beneficial in military decision-

making (Johnson et al., 2011), and the way that nationalistic or ethnic/cultural identities 

can impact the eruptions of civil wars (e.g., Cederman and Girardin, 2007).  Military 

researchers have used agent-based models to examine humanitarian crises, such as the 

logistics of delivering medical or nutritional assistance to refugee or other displaced 

populations (e.g., Wolf, 2003), as they can be harnessed to examine likely movement 

patterns, locations of resource sources/sinks, and points of resource competition.  

These models, and others focused on military or conflict applications, can provide 

insight not only into potential sources or triggers of future conflict, but also into the 

behavioral patterns that emerge as a function of warfare. 

 Computer modeling and simulations have also been exploited by anthropologists 

to address a variety of research questions in many different subfields.  For example, 

MacCluer et al. (1971) used an assortment of simulations to examine the relationship 

between varied marriage patterns and demographic change over time among the 

Yanomamö tribes of the Amazon. Billari et al. (2008) employed an agent-based 
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approach to explore population-wide patterns of social connection to assess how these 

factors impacted age-at-marriage patterns.  Marriage and relationship development was 

also explored in Western culture, where modelers evaluated the impact of common 

interests on partner selection among young adults in New Zealand (Walker and Davis, 

2013).  Archaeological applications include examining the interaction between 

prehistoric ecological factors and human settlement proclivities (Kohler and Gumerman, 

2000), and patterns of hominid altruistic food-sharing during the Pleistocene (Premo, 

2005), providing insight into persistence of group membership and group size, and 

offering a deeper understanding of behavior under situations of food stress. 

 Physical and biological anthropologists have used models to tackle a broad range 

of topics as well.  One of the most common applications is the evaluation of genetic 

change over time by modeling changes in allele frequencies over time (e.g., Mesoudi 

and Lycett, 2009).  Biomechanical and locomotive studies benefit from the fact that 

computer simulations allow high-resolution definition in the analysis of physical 

movement and muscle-use patterns (Nagano et al., 2005).  Additional work has been 

done examining the spread of disease in nonhuman primates (e.g., Bonnell et al., 2010). 

Anthropologists and other scientists interested in human health or epidemic 

disease have used models, both mathematical and computerized, to study the way that 

cultural or behavior variations can affect disease transmission patterns.  These models 

have been harnessed to address questions of epidemic development and human health 

from a variety of scales, ranging from individual-to-individual transmission of respiratory 

diseases (Carpenter and Sattenspiel, 2009; O’Neil and Sattenspiel 2010; Orbann et al., 
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2014), to movement of pathological agents between cities by air (Bobashev et al., 2007), 

to the mechanics that influence species-jumping in influenza (Dorjee, 2013).  Agent-

based models have been of particular value in uncovering unexpected sources of 

variation that underlie disease transmission patterns, which may not have been 

discovered had the approach not considered stochastic or behavioral variation.  

Researchers interested in epidemic disease have developed models to examine 

smallpox-preparedness (Eidelson and Lustic, 2004), to assess the effectiveness of 

vaccination (Burke et al., 2006) or isolation/containment strategies (Ferguson et al., 

2005; Longini et al., 2005) on preventing or ameliorating the spread of epidemic disease 

in developed nations.  Additionally, agent-based simulations have helped to uncover 

geospatial predictors of disease transmission in rural Africa (Muller et al., 2004). 

Researchers have also employed agent-based models to examine the spread of 

epidemics in highly specialized contexts, such as within refugee or displaced persons 

camps (e.g., Crooks and Hailegiorgis, 2014).  These models are typically spatially explicit, 

and incorporate not only individual-level behaviors, but environmental variations as 

well.  Scholars investigating diseases such as dysentery, cholera, and schistosomiasis, 

that are commonly tied to exposure to contaminated water (Crooks and Wise, 2013), 

have traditionally overlooked the impact of human agency in choice of water source and 

movement patterns; incorporating the individual-level variation afforded by an agent-

based approach improves the usefulness of these models in developing intervention and 

control strategies for waterborne diseases (e.g., Hu et al., 2010; Demarest et al., 2013).  
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Mathematical and Agent-Based Modeling of Dysentery 

 Though there have been several agent-based investigations into the spread of 

diarrheal diseases, most have focused on outbreaks of cholera (e.g., Crooks and 

Haliegiorgis, 2014; Troeger et al., 2014), which is primarily a waterborne disease, and 

thus greatly reliant on geographically-explicit understandings of water flow and usage 

patterns.  Dysentery, in contrast, can be spread through contaminated water, but is also 

likely to be contracted from infected food, person-to-person physical contact, and 

general environmental contamination (Mintz and Chaignat, 2008).  Mathematical 

models have been used to explore the theoretical effect of asymptomatic carriers on 

the maintenance of endemic dysentery (Kemper, 1978, Ghosh et al., 2004), suggesting 

that asymptomatic carriers could be responsible for the maintenance of dysentery at 

endemic levels after an acute outbreak.  These theories were borne out by a later 

investigation by Chaturvedi et al. (2014) based on data gathered in Botswana; results 

indicated that asymptomatic carriers have a negligible impact on an epidemic outbreak, 

although their presence, will act to maintain the diseases in a population.   Kemper and 

Ghosh et al.’s mathematical models have some unrealistic assumptions, however. In 

particular, they assume a continuous logistically increasing flow of new susceptible 

individuals into the population, which is unlikely to occur due to limitations of space and 

resources.  

 This dissertation adds to previous discoveries in the fields of agent based 

modeling and understandings of the relationships between behavior and disease 

transmission.  Nearly all agent-based models of diarrheal diseases have focused on 
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spatially explicit models informed by detailed GIS data and intensive individual-level 

monitoring, though a thorough search of the literature indicates that none have focused 

on the spread of bacillary dysentery in particular.  Though the results of these models 

are useful in understanding disease spread, and developing intervention strategies, in 

the communities of study, their highly localized approach limits their general 

applicability. The research that provides the basis for this dissertation and which will be 

discussed in greater depth in the next chapter, takes a novel approach to the model-

based investigation of diarrheal diseases, in that it is based on a spatially flexible 

cumulative risk model.  This model serves as a test of the cumulative risk approach to 

modeling these sorts of illnesses, and the outcome of this research has the potential to 

open new avenues of investigation into the spread of low-infectious-dose pathogens 

such as Shigella.
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Chapter 6: Methods 
 

 

Dysentery caused by Shigella dysenteriae remains a health concern worldwide.  

This is particularly true in environments where high population density is coupled with 

marginal nutrition and poor sanitation, such as refugee camps, prisons, and other 

confined populations.  I seek to examine several factors relating to the movement of 

epidemic dysentery through a population, including the influence of asymptomatic 

carriers on disease spread, the relationship between grouped movement and the timing 

of infection, and the impact of differential population densities on the accumulation of 

individual risk. 

In an effort to address these questions, I developed an agent-based model to 

examine the spread of epidemic dysentery in a historic population: Camp Douglas, a 

Union Civil War prison camp.  This chapter will discuss general features of the use of 

historic sources to accurately recreate a representative camp population, development 

of an agent based simulation, data collection and methods of model analysis, and the 

ways in which the simulation helps to answer the primary research questions. 

The model itself, which will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter, 

can be summarized as follows:  Agents, which are representative of the individual prison 

inmates, are situated on the model landscape.  During daytime hours, prisoners have 

the choice to remain in their barracks, or engage in individual or group activities outside 

in the prison square.  Agents in the model are susceptible to infection with Shigella 
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dysenteriae, and their risk of contracting the disease is mediated by their behavioral 

choices.  Each action an agent chooses to undertake (e.g., moving about outside, using 

the latrine) involves some degree of risk.  The exact level of risk is dependent both on 

the nature of the agent’s chosen activity and on the level of environmental 

contamination.  As agents accumulate risk, they increase their individual probability of 

becoming infected.  The model is designed in a manner that allows for the charting of 

different risk and behavioral features, so as to investigate the different research 

questions presented in Chapter 1.   

 

Historic Sources and Reconstruction of the Camp Environment 

 The first step in creating this agent-based model was to develop a complete 

picture of the actual camp.  This included gaining a thorough grasp on the demographic 

makeup of inmates, the health and nutritional conditions, prisoners’ behaviors, and 

their interactions with both guards and the public.   

 Demographic information on the prison population was derived from records 

held by the United States National Archives in Washington DC (War Department, 1864), 

in conjunction with demographic analyses of the Confederate Army previously 

undertaken by historians (e.g., Glatthaar, 2011).  These records provided access to 

regimental information, age and occupational demographics, and place and date of 

prisoner capture.  This information was compiled in a database, and scaled down to 

1/20 of the camp’s population as it was during January of 1865, to provide a historically 

representative proxy population.  Precise features of this scaled-down model population 
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will be discussed in greater detail later in this chapter.  Though the model is not spatially 

explicit, in that buildings are not oriented on the landscape in locations that precisely 

reflect their historical position, the general layout of the camp in the simulation was 

based on recorded dimensions and barracks-to-open-space ratio noted in army records, 

sketches, and maps. 

The United States Army kept exhaustive records of correspondence that 

occurred during the Civil War, compiled into the Original Records of the War of the 

Rebellion; the National Archives system maintains many official correspondence items 

pertaining to the war effort as a whole, and prison camps in particular.  These include 

relayed commands, requisition requests, and receipts for packages received.  These 

items can be employed in several ways; for example, official correspondence between 

prison guards, higher-ranking officials, and commanding officers helps to illuminate the 

attitudes and perceptions guards had of the prisoners as well as the surrounding 

populace.  One concern regarding the use of these sources is that the correspondence in 

the Original Records does not represent the totality of the letters drafted; thus, there is 

an inherent limitation in the sample available, and those correspondences that were 

saved were the ones deemed to be important by the military officials tasked with their 

compilation.  The choices made in curating these records are likely to reflect, to an 

unknown extent, the biases of those involved in the effort, which could result in a 

skewed portrayal of particularly contentious aspects of the war effort.  Some 

supplemental documents, such as prisoner receipts and camp medical and health 

inspections (War Department, 1864), were also preserved. 
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 Another key concern in the development of a useful simulation is ensuring that 

agents’ behaviors reflect the reality that the model is intended to portray.  Day-to-day 

activities were not recorded in depth by the Union commanders overseeing the prison 

camp, and though army correspondence compiled in the Original Records of the War of 

the Rebellion make some note of general patterns of inmate behavior, they are primarily 

concerned with the incidence of prisoner escape and/or misbehavior.  Further insight 

into inmates’ daily lives is provided through “reminiscences”, such as post-war memoirs 

or articles in periodicals, or publications that were written by inmates during their 

incarceration in the prisons themselves (e.g., Ballou et al., 1864; Huff, 1863). 

Diaries are perhaps the most valuable source for assessing behavioral and 

attitudinal positions during the Civil War period.  Diary keeping was relatively common 

during the 19th Century, and both men and women frequently maintained intermittent 

logs of both important events and everyday happenings.  One primary benefit of diaries 

is that they carried an expectation that the information inside would remain private, 

and thus the degree of censoring or skewing of opinions/occurrences may be assumed 

to be minimal.  Additionally, individuals typically recorded occurrences as they 

happened, reducing the potential impact of “re-framing” events (Howell and Prevenier, 

2001). Furthermore, though the frequency with which they are updated may vary, 

diaries still provide a day-to-day snapshot of events and thoughts that more heavily 

edited volumes such as memoirs may omit because they are seen as trivial or ordinary.   

 Memoirs can be considered diaries that have gone to publication.  A significant 

number of soldiers kept journals during the Civil War, and as the hostilities ended some 
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of them sought publication.  In the years immediately following the end of the fighting 

there developed a large market for “true war stories” (Burnham, 2003).  One key issue 

with using memoirs as primary sources is that, as journals are edited for publication, 

many writers may come to misrepresent occurrences.  Misrepresentation may occur 

deliberately or incidentally, and depends strongly on both the source (author, editor) 

and the intended audience.  One major source of first-hand accounts of imprisonment 

at Camp Douglas is articles submitted for publication in Confederate Veteran, a monthly 

magazine that began circulation in the early 20th century and ended circulation in the 

1920s.  The primary readership for this magazine consisted of Confederate veterans, 

and the publication displays a strong anti-Federal bias in both the articles submitted and 

those ultimately selected for publication.  Thus, though it may be assumed that 

descriptions of prison conditions in this magazine are not completely accurate, reports 

concerning daily life may be more trustworthy since these represent a shared 

experience, and the everyday actions of prisoners do not reflect in a particularly positive 

or negative light on either the Union or Confederacy. 

 From these sources, I was able to derive an estimate of camp conditions, 

prisoners’ daily routines, and general health and disease patterns.  Agent movement 

methods within the model are based on these estimates, although in order to simplify 

agent behaviors in the model to those deemed most important, prisoner behaviors such 

as inclusion in out-of-camp work groups, hospital isolation, and isolation procedures 

implemented as consequences for misbehavior were excluded from this version of the 

model.  These options were not included in this model because removing susceptible or 
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infectious agents from the population without first having a baseline for comparison 

would have produced an unknown number of confounding effects, inhibiting efforts to 

ascertain an understanding of the model’s baseline functionality and its effect on 

disease dynamics. 

 

Developing an Agent-Based Model 

 The model underlying this research was created using the software NetLogo 

(Wilensky, 1999).  NetLogo provides a toolkit and underlying software architecture 

designed specifically for the development and implementation of agent-based emergent 

models.  The model itself was programmed in the NetLogo language. 

 Readers unfamiliar with NetLogo may find themselves unaware of some of the 

program’s unique terminology.  Agents, the individual entities existing within the 

framework of the program, are referred to in NetLogo as turtles.  Spaces within the 

model environment, upon which agents move, are known as patches.  Turtles and 

patches both have their own unique identifiers; patches can be imbued with individual 

features, which can impact how turtles interact with them.  The actions of turtles can 

affect the features of a patch.  The opposite situation is also true: patch features can 

alter turtle variables (Wilensky, 1999).  Each complete loop the program completes is 

called a tick.   

 One way to consider this is a simulation in which turtles represent “sheep”, and 

patches represent a field.  Patches have a binary feature: Grass, or No-Grass.  Turtles 

have been programmed to seek out and eat grass.  Thus, when a turtle lands on a patch 
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where Grass? = TRUE, it “eats” the grass, changing the feature of the patch from Grass? 

= TRUE to Grass? = FALSE.  In this way, turtles can impact the model environment, by 

altering patch variables through their actions. Conversely, the patches’ own variables (in 

this example, the presence or absence of grass) affect the behavior of turtles, leading to 

emergent behavioral movement patterns as the turtles selectively seek out patches 

where Grass? = TRUE, and ignore patches where Grass? = FALSE (example adapted from 

Railsback and Grimm, 2011). 

 The agents in the model developed for this project represent the scaled-down 

prison population derived from historical records.  The model is initialized with 450 

unique agents, representing a 1:20 scale reduction of the population at Camp Douglas 

during January, 1865. Each time the model is run it is initialized with an identical starting 

population. This starting population is separated into 70 regiments, which range in size 

from two to nine individuals; these regiment sizes are largely reflective of regiment 

composition within the camp, as recorded in the prison logs (War Department, 1864). 

Though active regiments were larger, men were often separated into smaller regiment 

units once in the camp as an effort to reduce the likelihood of uprisings or other 

rebellious acts. 

 Though there are instances in the prison records where larger regiments are 

listed, in this model, regiments are harnessed as a proxy for prisoners’ social groups.  

Historical documents (e.g., Ballou et al., 1864) as well as modern texts (Levy, 1994) 

suggest that prisoners’ “regular” social groups typically ranged from two to six 

individuals.  Prisoners’ social circles provided not only friendship, but also protection 
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against guards and other inmates (Levy, 1994).  There is ample evidence (War 

Department, 1864; Scott, 1891; Levy, 1994) that, to a significant extent, prisoners 

traveled in groups within the camp, and would share medicines, packages, and 

supplemental purchased rations among their regiment-mates. 

 Agents, as well as their basic identifying information (identification number, age, 

assigned barracks, and regiment number) are read into the model from an external file 

when the model is initialized.  During the initialization process, each agent is imbued 

with additional information (Table 6.1).  This additional information (in the model, 

turtles-own variables, see Appendix A for information on accessing full model code) 

allows them to interact with the model environment, and also establishes parameters 

for their health and behavioral characteristics.  Figure 6.1 provides a general overview of 

the model functionality and logic.   

 

The Model Space 
 

 Agent behavioral choices throughout the model are based on reconstructions of 

prisoners' daily life experiences in the camp, as related in diaries, magazine articles, and 

as recorded in official military correspondence.  In addition to accounting for the 

likelihood of different activity choices throughout the day, this simulation incorporates 

the impact of malnutrition and progressive starvation on prisoners' activity levels and 

behavioral choices. 
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Table 6.1.  Agent-specific variables used in the Camp Douglas agent-based model. 
Variable Notes 

agent-id The unique ID number of the agent 

barracks The building-ID of the barracks to which the agent is assigned 

disease-status Tracks and determines whether an agent is susceptible, exposed, infectious, 
recovered, asymptomatic, or dead 

regiment the regiment to which the agent belongs 

age The age (in years) of the agent 

energy The amount of energy the agent possesses during the current timestep.  Energy is 
used when engaging in activities, and replenished by eating. 

starved? Boolean variable, becomes true only if the agent has starved to death. 

time-in-camp The number of ticks that the agent has existed in the camp.  Will vary depending 
on when agent is created and when agent dies 

present-location The building-ID of the patch where the agent is currently located 

ration-getter? Boolean variable, determines whether the agent is one of two in the agent's 
assigned barracks responsible for gathering and preparing rations during a given 
week 

food-risk-checked? Boolean variable, works as a toggle to ensure that only one agent per barracks 
calls the method to update his barracks' food risk 

time-to-infectious Timer variable set equivalent to the latent period.  Variable begins running at the 
tick the agent is infected 

time-to-recovery Timer variable set equivalent to the infectious period.  Variable begins running at 
the tick an infected agent becomes infectious 

time-infected The tick number at which the agent is infected 

place-infected The building-ID of the location where the agent is infected 

time-died The tick number at which the infected agent dies of disease 

place-died The building-ID of the location where the infected agent dies of disease 

newly-infected? Boolean variable, is true only during the tick the agent becomes infected 

newly-dead? Boolean variable, is true only during the tick the infected agent dies of disease 

cumulative-risk Corresponds to the agent's overall disease risk as a consequence of exposure 
events while in the camp 

current-risk Corresponds to the agent's level of disease risk at any time during a particular 
day. 

barracks-risk The number of risk points the agent may gain when in the barracks 

gang-id The ID number of the movement group to which the agent belongs 
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Figure 6.1.  Flowchart showing general model function and logic. 
 

 

 Despite the fact that the buildings do not precisely recall the camp’s geography, 

population densities within the space are consistent with those experienced by inmates 

at Camp Douglas during the early months of 1865 (Barnes, 1870; Eisendrath, 1960; Levy, 

1994).  Each agent is allotted 4’ x 4’ within the barracks building, which is equivalent to 

the 8’ x 2’ space which was, on average, the floor and bunk space available to inmates at 

the prison’s maximum capacity, which is the assumed state throughout the model 

(Kelly, 1989; Gillispie, 2008).  The ratio of indoor-to-outdoor space is also reflective of 

the conditions in the actual camp. 
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 To build the map, NetLogo is instructed to read buildings into the model as a 

series of corner coordinates (x- and y-coordinates of the lower left hand corner), 

followed by horizontal and vertical dimensions.  This information is used to block out 

the total space for the building, and each 1 x 1 unit within the bounds of the building’s 

perimeter is given the same building identification number (in the program, building-id) 

and color.  This forms a continuous “indoor” area on the map (Figure 6.2). 

 

 
Figure 6.2.  The NetLogo simulation map.  Gray rectangles 
represent the different barracks.  The darker beige square in the 
upper left-hand corner represents the ration distribution area 
(see page 79).  All spaces not otherwise distinguished are 
considered “outside”.  The white dots within the barracks 
represent the individual agents.  The red dot seen in the central 
bottom barracks is the model’s randomly selected first case. 
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 In addition to a numerical identifier, physical spaces are separated by type.  In 

this model, there are four types of space (barracks, outside, church, ration distribution), 

some of which overlap.  In the reconstruction of inmate behavioral patterns from 

historic analyses and first-hand accounts, these spatial categories were consistently 

associated with certain behavioral patterns, allowing for a more accurate reconstruction 

of prisoner activities. 

 Barracks: There are six barracks buildings in the model space.  Each barracks 

building is 24 patches long by 4 patches wide, and can hold 96 agents at 

maximum capacity.  These dimensions correspond to historic building sizes, 

creating a 96’ x 16’ building.  Barracks can be considered agents’ “homes”, where 

they eat and sleep.  Prisoners would also play cards, sew clothes, and whittle or 

carve buttons in their barracks (Sanders, 2005; Bush, 2009).  For a more detailed 

description of the typical conditions within the barracks, see Chapter 4.1   

 Outside: “Outside” is defined, for the purposes of the model, as any patches not 

previously identified as barracks.  The Prisoners Square at Camp Douglas was a 

dirt field, often muddy, with a small stream running through (Eisendrath, 1960), 

though the stream had been largely destroyed by 1865.  Most healthy prisoners 

preferred to spend their time outside when weather was good (Levy, 1994).  

Outdoor activities varied from small, organized games, such as baseball, to idle 

                                                           
1 Note, though, that due to the dark, crowded, and dirty conditions inside, prisoners often opted to spend 

their idle time outside of the barracks (Levy, 1994). 
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socialization.  Sutlers and other goods-suppliers were located in the Prisoner’s 

Square as well. 

o Church:  On Sunday mornings, a 16 x 16 unit outdoor space is blocked out 

as a church area, where agents can choose to gather to attend worship 

services.  Levy (1994) and Eisendrath (1960) both observe that prisoners 

would gather weekly for informal services, sometimes presided over by a 

Union Army chaplain.  Though disease transmission in this model is not 

based on proximity, the choice to attend church has a corresponding 

influence on an agent’s likelihood of undertaking other high-risk activities 

since it is assumed that non-infectious agents will choose to attend the 

full service and will not be using the latrine during this time period. 

o Ration Distribution: On Sunday afternoons, some agents are selected to 

move to the ration distribution area, where they retrieve each barrack’s 

weekly rations.  

 Though Camp Douglas contained a more varied landscape than the one 

portrayed in the model space, the map items discussed above capture the 

environmental features most central to prisoners’ lives.  The next section places these 

buildings into the context of prisoner behavior and movement. 

 

Agent Movement 

 As the simulation runs, the agents move around the model environment.  A 

generalized diagram of agents’ choices and movement options is presented in Figure 
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6.3. The choices that agents can make regarding their movement are limited not only by 

temporal factors (i.e., time of day), but also by their degree of malnutrition and any 

temporarily-assigned social roles (e.g., cook).  In a “typical” day, agents may move 

around outside the barracks in the yard, remain in the barracks, and use the latrine 

during daylight hours (6:00-18:00, 3 ticks).  During the 18:00-22:00 tick, agents return to 

their barracks and eat dinner.  While eating, agents regain energy, where 1 “energy 

unit” represents 100 calories; evening meals restore between 9 and 14 energy units 

(900-1400 calories).  From 22:00-6:00, agents sleep (2 ticks).  

 

 
Figure 6.3.  General flowchart of agents’ movement-related decision making. 
 

 

 When the model is initialized, agents are distributed within their assigned 

barracks.  Each barracks has enough space for 96 agents; when at maximum capacity, 
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every space in the barracks is occupied by an agent during ticks when agents are 

required to be in barracks.  At lower densities, agents are assigned locations randomly 

within the barracks.  The space occupied by each agent is not a permanent assignment; 

when agents move within their barracks, or return to their barracks from outdoor 

activities, they randomly choose any currently available unoccupied space within the 

building.  The different movement methods are as follows: 

 Move-Barracks: Agents not at their assigned barracks move to the barracks at 

the beginning of the tick.  Agents already within the barracks move within the 

building.  If agents are already within the barracks, the move-barracks method 

uses 3 units of energy.  If agents are moving into the barracks, the move-

barracks method uses 6 units of energy. 

 Move-Outside: Agents currently in their assigned barracks move outside.  Agents 

already outside may change location outside.  The move-outside method always 

uses 8 units of energy. 

 Move-Worship: Only occurs during the 10:00-14:00 tick on Sunday.  Agents who 

have chosen to move outside have an additional chance to attend a worship 

service held in the prison square.   Agents who choose to attend the worship 

service do not have the option to use the latrine.  If agents are moving from 

within the barracks, the move-worship method uses 3 units of energy.  If agents 

are already outside, the move-worship method uses 6 units of energy.  The 

difference in energy is based on assumptions that, prior to attending church, 

agents choosing to spend time outside would be engaged in more active 
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behaviors (e.g., playing ball, walking) than agents coming from the barracks 

directly to church. 

 Do-Nothing: Agents do not move from their current location.  The do-nothing 

method uses 2 units of energy, to reflect the fact that metabolic energy is still 

consumed when resting. 

 Latrine usage: During each activity block, agents have a chance to use the latrine; 

move-latrine was not separated out as an individual method because it would be 

unrealistic to assume that individuals were spending 4-hour-long blocks of time 

at the latrines to the exclusion of other activities.  Agents who are infectious and 

assumed to be symptomatic have a higher likelihood of using the latrine during 

any given time step than individuals at other stages of the transmission 

framework (susceptible, exposed, and recovered). 

 

 At their most fundamental level, the movement methods in this model involve 

an agent choosing a set of (x,y) coordinates.  The agent moves by disappearing from its 

current location and reappearing in its newly chosen location.  Agents choose where to 

move during a given step based on a series of probabilities.  Movement probability 

calculations were based on first-hand descriptions of prisoners’ daily lives at Camp 

Douglas, as well as military records that provide general insight into Union Army 

regulations regarding camp procedures (e.g., lights-out, morning roll-call) (Huff, 1863; 

War Department, 1864;  Levy, 1994; Frost, 2000).  When weather was pleasant, 

prisoners typically opted to spend the majority of their time outdoors, a practice 
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encouraged by the Union command as there was significant anxiety about Confederates 

tunneling out under the barracks.   

 Agents’ activity options are, for the most part, governed by the find-activities 

method, which checks the day of the week and time of day, and provides behavior 

options that are appropriate for that day and time. Each tick represents a four-hour-long 

block of time; depending on the time of day and day of the week, agents may be 

presented the option to engage in activities that may not be available at other times, 

such as attending church.  Table 6.2 presents agents’ movement options at any given 

time. 

 The primary movement options are Move-Barracks and Move-Outside.  The 

Move-Barracks method is intended to reflect a prisoner’s choice to remain inside; upon 

calling Move-Barracks, the agent is relocated to a random unoccupied space within his 

assigned barracks building.  Similarly, agents calling Move-Outside will be relocated to 

an unoccupied outside patch.  Agents’ movement options are not restricted by 

preceding movement choices (i.e., the fact that an agent called Move-Barracks during 

the previous tick does not impact his chance of calling Move-Barracks versus Move-

Outside during the subsequent tick), except in certain instances discussed below.  

Though church and ration patches are a distinct class, they only take on those 

designations at appropriate times, and are otherwise regular outside patches. 
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Table 6.2.  Agent movement options 

Day Time block Energy cutoff Activity 

Weekday or 
Saturday 

6:00-10:00 

>600 Move-Outside, Move-Barracks 

400-600 Move-Outside, Move-Barracks 

200-400 
Move-Outside, Move-Barracks, 
Do-Nothing 

<200 Move-Barracks, Do Nothing 

10:00-14:00 

>600 Move-Outside, Move-Barracks 

400-600 Move-Outside, Move-Barracks 

200-400 
Move-Outside, Move-Barracks, 
Do-Nothing 

<200 Move-Barracks, Do Nothing 

14:00-18:00 

>600 Move-Outside, Move-Barracks 

400-600 Move-Outside, Move-Barracks 

200-400 
Move-Outside, Move-Barracks, 
Do-Nothing 

<200 Move-Barracks, Do Nothing 

18:00-22:00 All Move-Barracks 

22:00-2:00 All Do-nothing 

2:00-6:00 All Do-nothing 

 Sunday 

6:00-10:00 

>600 
Same As Weekday, Move-
Worship 

400-600 
Same As Weekday, Move-
Worship 

200-400 
Same As Weekday, Move-
Worship 

<200 
Same As Weekday, Move-
Worship 

10:00-14:00 All 
Same As Weekday, Cooks receive 
rations 

14:00-16:00 All 
Same As Weekday, Cooks Move-
Barracks 

18:00-22:00 All Move-Barracks 

22:00-2:00 All Do-nothing 

2:00-6:00 All Do-nothing 
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 When moving within the barracks, to church, or to get rations, agents choose 

their destination on an individual basis, by searching for an unoccupied patch within the 

appropriate map structure.  When moving from barracks to the outdoors, or from one 

outdoor location to another, agents have the option to move in a group composed of 

members of the same regiment.  As mentioned previously, prisoners would form tightly 

knit social groups, typically limited to men in the same regiment, who had been 

captured together.  These social groups provided emotional and physical support, as 

well as protection within the sometimes-dangerous camp environment.  To reflect this, 

agents who choose to move around outside of the barracks are presented with the 

option to form a group and move as a unit.  In this model, movement groups are limited 

to members of the same regiment. 

To create a movement group, one agent designates itself a regiment-group 

leader.  The group leader then instructs other agents with the same regiment and 

barracks assignment to check their movement probabilities.  Regiment-mates whose 

movement probabilities are above the threshold to move from the barracks to outside 

will join the movement group; agents whose probabilities are below the threshold do 

not join.  Once the group is assembled, the group leader selects a destination patch 

outside and assesses whether there are an adequate number of unoccupied patches 

surrounding his destination to accommodate all of his group members.  If there are, the 

group leader moves, and his regiment-mates move to the patches within a set radius of 

his destination location.  If there is not enough space surrounding the patch he selected, 

he searches for a different patch; he may repeat this method up to ten times.  If, after 
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ten attempts, the group leader cannot find adequate space, the group leader will 

‘disband’ the movement group and each group member will find his own destination 

coordinates. 

Certain agent classes have particular temporal restrictions on their movement.  

Agents designated as cooks, for example, must move to the rations-distribution area 

during the 10:00-14:00 tick on Sundays, and they must move to the barracks 

immediately afterwards during the 14:00-18:00 tick. It is assumed that this time is spent 

moving rations into storage in the barracks and cooking the nightly meal. 

 

Movement Energy 
 

 The movement options available to an agent during a given tick are governed not 

only by time of day, but also by the agent’s energy.  In this model, agent energy serves 

as a proxy for the degree of starvation experienced by inmates at Camp Douglas.  

Theoretical models (e.g., Song and Thomas, 2007) suggest that a healthy human male 

can survive for a maximum of approximately 60 days with zero calorie intake. Reduced 

rations at the end of the war resulted in an average caloric intake of 900-1100 calories 

per man per day (Levy, 1994); however, men were typically in poor condition upon 

arrival.  Accounts by camp survivors (Ryan, 1912; Bean, 1914; Frost, 2000) indicate that 

starvation was common among prisoners, though it was rarely listed as a cause of death 

on the official rolls (War Department, 1864).  The malnourishment of the prisoners was 

noted by Army health inspectors; the most poorly-off were broadly described as listless 
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and idle, strongly suggesting that as inmates’ physical condition deteriorated, so, too, 

did their activity levels. 

 All agents are initialized with an energy surplus of 2800.  Death registers indicate 

that inmates who died from nutritionally-related diseases (scurvy or “wasting”, used as 

a proxy for starvation) survived an average of 112 days in camp (War Department, 

1864).  The initial surplus value in the model resulted in an average of 110 days in camp 

before agents began dying from starvation, accurately reflecting the historical reality of 

112 days before starvation began to occur. Energy is used up by engaging in activities, 

and restored by eating, which occurs daily during the 18:00-22:00 tick. Eating restores 

between 900 and 1400 calories; the exact number within this range is determined 

randomly. The relationship between energy levels and different activity probabilities is 

presented in Table 6.3.  

 

Table 6.3.  Agent movement options based on current 
energy reserves. 

Energy Probability Action 

>600 100% find-activities 

400-600 80% find-activities 

 20% move-barracks 

200-400 50% find-activities 

 50% move-barracks 

0-200 30% move-barracks 

 70% do-nothing 

 

 Agents whose total energy level reaches zero are considered starved.  The 

chance of starvation is incorporated into this model as an extension of the behavioral 
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impacts of long-term malnutrition. Starved agents are distinguished from Dead agents, 

which have died from infection.  Starved agents are removed from the population and 

placed into a ‘graveyard’ patch.   

 

Disease Methods 

 Though agent movement and grouping behaviors are a key feature of this model, 

disease transmission in this simulation is not based on proximity or location, but rather 

on an agent’s level of risk.  Risk, in this model, is an effect not only of living in a 

contaminated environment, but of engaging in activities that are likely to bring prisoners 

into contact with infectious material.   

 This model is a cumulative risk SEIR model.  An SEIR model is one in which agents 

can fall into one of four disease states: susceptible, exposed, infectious, and recovered.  

Susceptible agents have no immunity to the disease being modeled and are at risk of 

becoming infected.  Upon initialization, all agents but one are considered susceptible.  

Exposed agents are agents who have contracted a disease, but are not yet capable of 

spreading it.  The exposed state mirrors the incubation period for shigellosis.  Infectious 

are considered to be actively shedding disease organisms and are capable of 

transmitting the disease to others.  Recovered individuals have survived infection and 

are no longer capable of either spreading or contracting the disease.  In addition to the 

standard four SEIR states, this model incorporates two more:  Carrier agents are a 

subset of the recovered state.  These agents were unable to fully clear the infection and 

thus continue to actively shed bacteria into their environment despite cessation of overt 
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disease symptoms.  Dead agents are agents who did not survive infection, and are 

removed from the population into a ‘graveyard’ patch.   

 In a cumulative risk model, as agents move about the model environment, 

engage in activities, and interact with one another, they accumulate risk.  Risk, in turn, 

impacts their probability of contracting shigellosis during the next time-step.  In this 

model, it is assumed that different behavioral activities carry with them different levels 

of risk. 

 Barracks-risk: Barracks risk reflects the degree to which agents are likely to 

increase their probability of contracting dysentery by spending time in the 

barracks building.  Barracks-risk takes into account the proportion of the 

barrack’s occupants who are currently infectious (including asymptomatic 

carriers).  The formulae to calculate barracks risk were designed to produce 

historically accurate rates of infection (see Table 6.4 and the discussion below). 

 Latrine-risk:  Latrine risk reflects contamination at the latrine.  In modern cases 

of dysentery transmission, open pit latrines like those used at Camp Douglas are 

hotspots for the spread of Shigella bacteria (Tuttle et al., 1995; Cobra and Sack, 

1996).  Thus, in this model agents significantly increment their risk for infection 

upon using the latrine.  Latrine risk takes into account the proportion of the 

camp population who are currently infectious (including asymptomatic carriers) 

and have used the latrine in the past 48 hours.  Like those for barracks risk, the 

formulae to calculate latrine risk were designed to produce historically accurate 

rates of infection (see Table 6.4 and the discussion below). 
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 Outside-risk: Outside risk reflects the likelihood of an agent coming into contact 

with contaminated surfaces, or encountering potentially infectious individuals, 

while spending time outside the barracks.  Outside risk is calculated as a 

proportion of the latrine risk, as both consider the proportion of infected 

individuals as a function of the whole camp population. 

 

The model determines an agent’s risk from engaging in different activities based 

on the proportion of the relevant population that is currently infectious, as described 

above.  To determine whether he will become infected during the given time step, an 

agent references his current risk value and compares that value to a random number.  

Risk values range between 0 and 100, but it is unrealistic to expect that every high-risk 

agent will inevitably develop the disease, no matter the risk value.  Thus, though high-

risk agents have the greatest chance of contracting shigellosis, there is a ‘cap’ on the 

infection function, which prevents any agent’s disease probability from reaching 100%. 

The resulting relationship between risk value and the probability of infection is shown in 

Figure 6.4. If the chosen random number is lower than the probability of infection 

corresponding to the agent’s risk value, then infection is assumed to occur.   
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Figure 6.4.  Relationship between risk value and the probability of infection. 

 
 

 Each action an agent undertakes is associated with a risk value, which 

increments their personal risk pool by a set amount.  Some actions have high risk values 

associated with them (e.g., using the latrine), and some have lower risk values (e.g., 

moving outside).  Additionally, there is a low-level background risk that agents 

accumulate simply by existing in the camp; this reflects the unsanitary and 

contaminated conditions pervasive in the barracks and outdoor spaces.  The base risk 

values for agent activities are presented in Table 6.4.  Values were calculated by 

methodically adjusting infectious probabilities across a range of values until morbidity 

rates were consistent with those in the historic record.  There are multiple ways to 

attain the same numbers; all parameters were based on the assumption that each ‘risk 

point’ was equivalent to contacting a single bacteria – with the low infectious dose of 

Shigella, environmental contamination measures were based upon modern 

documented environmental bacterial loads during outbreaks. 
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Table 6.4.  Camp Douglas risk probabilities 

 
Proportion 

Infected 
Risk accumulation 

Barracks-risk 
<25% 4 * (Proportion Infectious / Barracks Pop.) 

25% - 75% 14 * (Proportion Infectious / Barracks Pop.) - 2.5 
>75% 8 

Outside-riska n/a 0.1 * Barracks-risk 

Latrine-riskb 

<25% 
20 * (Proportion Infectious using latrine / Pop. using 
latrine) 

25% - 75% 
70 * (Proportion Infectious using latrine / Pop. using 
latrine) - 12.5 

>75% 40 
a Risk from church is assumed to be the same as Outside-risk 
b Proportions for these calculations include agents using the latrine in the past 48 hours (12 ticks) 

  

 As seen in the table, most risk values are not set values, but are functions of the 

overall population density and the proportion of the population currently infectious 

(including asymptomatic carriers). Risk of infection in the barracks is tied to the ratio of 

infected to uninfected individuals assigned to that barracks, rather than to the 

occupancy at a given time-step to avoid exaggerated infection probabilities caused by 

low occupancy during daytime hours.   

 Agents’ risk values are decremented during any ticks in which they do not 

undertake any risky behaviors, typically overnight.  If agents use the latrine during 

‘sleep’ hours, their risk does not decrement for that night.  

 

Contamination of Food  
 

 One unique feature of this model, which does not appear to have been assessed 

in depth by any other agent-based models of diarrheal diseases, is the impact of passive 

and active food contamination.  At Camp Douglas, as well as other Civil War prison 

camps, food was prepared for communal consumption by a small number of inmates 
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who served as cooks (Eisendrath, 1960; Levy, 1994; Sanders, 2005) for their barracks.  

The risk from the ingestion of contaminated food is set equal to the average current risk 

of all cooks in the barracks.  This risk is added to each agent’s current risk value, after 

which the agent assesses its likelihood of becoming infected during the next tick.   

 

Mortality 
 

 Agents can also die from disease.  Death from dysentery may occur when an 

agent is in the acute phase of the disease (infectious).  Agents determine whether they 

die during a given time step by checking their death probability against a cutoff 

threshold, which is initialized at 0.015; if their number is greater than the threshold, 

they die and are sent to the graveyard.  Dead agents are no longer counted as occupants 

of their assigned barracks, and their occupied space in the barracks becomes open for 

reassignment. 

When population densities fall below a user-determined cutoff value, new 

agents may enter the camp.  New agents are created in a manner similar to the 

construction of a regiment group: between one and four new regiment leaders are 

created, which each then create between zero and six new regiment mates.  These 

“influx agents” are given unique incrementing agent-ID numbers, and are assigned to 

barracks.  The barracks assignment procedure instructs the new regiment leader to 

preferentially seek a barracks building with adequate empty spaces to accommodate 

the entire regiment group.   If none can be found, the regiment group will split, and 

newly created agents will be assigned randomly to barracks where space is available.  As 
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this method relies on the barracks occupancy at the time novel agents enter the camp, 

newcomers are created on Saturdays during the 2:00am-6:00am tick.  This ensures that 

all agents are in their assigned barracks and new agents are assigned to barracks with 

enough unoccupied spaces at a time of maximum barracks occupancy.  After their 

creation, the behavior of new agents is consistent with that of all other agents in the 

camp.   

 

Data Collection and Model Validation 

 Data are collected in three separate ways during model runs, and output into 

text files.  Each data set helps to provide insight into different features of the model’s 

performance, the trajectory of the outbreak, and the patterns of disease spread.  

Default values for the latent and infectious period were based on typical values 

recorded for infection with Shigella (Mintz and Chaignat, 2008); baseline carrier 

probability is the mean recorded likelihood that an infectious individual will become a 

carrier based on studies of modern epidemics (see, for example, Haider et al., 1985; 

Hossain et al., 1993).  Values for death probability were calculated by methodically 

adjusting probabilities across a range of values until mortality rates were consistent with 

those at Camp Douglas as recorded in historic sources. 
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Table 6.5.  Baseline values for primary model parameters 

Parameter Baseline Value 

Latent Period 18 

Infectious Period 42 

Death Probability (mortality) 0.015 

Carrier Probability 0.03 

Influx Threshold 450 

 

 The “Daily Data” set is composed of the number of individuals in each disease 

state during every time tick of the simulation.  It also includes information on the 

model’s parameters during the run.  These data help to elucidate general trends in the 

outbreak’s progression.  This data file also contains information on the first case, which 

allows examination of the impact of the disease’s starting point.  Data for the Daily Data 

set are recorded at each tick (each increment) of the simulation. 

 The “Cases Data” set also records data at each tick and includes information on 

the disease state of individual agents, as well as their current location, risk and energy, 

regiment, and other behavioral variables. Recording of these data helps to uncover the 

way different individual-level behavioral factors can impact an agent’s probability of 

contracting the disease.   

 The “Final Data” set records the total number of individuals in each disease state 

at the end of the model run (850 ticks).  This information is particularly useful in 

describing the overall size of an outbreak, as well as mortality patterns. 

 These data were initially used as part of a repetition study intended to ascertain 

the stability of the model and the degree of random variation among runs with the 

same parameters. Average daily epidemic curves were calculated for each of 20 sets of 
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1000 runs and then all 20 average curves, their grand mean, and 95% confidence 

intervals were plotted. Similar analyses were completed using subsets that consisted of 

100, 150, 250, 500, 750, and 1,000 runs. The goal of the repetition study was to 

determine the minimum number of runs of the simulation (the target sample size) that 

would be reasonable in order to ensure that the average curve from that number of 

runs would reflect the overall epidemic pattern suggested by the grand mean of the 20 

sets of 1000 runs. In other words, at the target sample size, all average curves would fall 

within the bounds of the confidence intervals at almost all points during the epidemic 

and their shape would be consistent with that of the grand mean curve from the 1000 

run samples. The repetition study indicated that the target sample size for subsequent 

sensitivity analyses should consist of at least 450 runs to minimize the impact of 

stochastic variation. 

 

Model Analyses 

Data collection methods, combined with sensitivity analyses, allow for the 

deeper investigation of particular model features.  As this model represents an initial 

test of a novel transmission method, it is necessary to deeply understand the degree 

and nature of the impact of each model parameter.  The model outcomes can then be 

applied with confidence to addressing more targeted research aims. 
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Research Aim 1: Assess the Influence of Asymptomatic Carriers 
 

 One of the primary research aims was to examine the impact of asymptomatic 

carriers on the speed and severity of dysentery’s spread through the camp.  

Asymptomatic carriers have been observed at low frequencies in modern outbreaks of 

epidemic dysentery (Hossain et al., 1993).  In this model, carriers are unique in that they 

do not exhibit ‘sick’ behaviors.  They are equally likely as susceptible and recovered 

individuals to engage in outdoor activities; their latrine use probabilities are also 

equivalent to those of susceptible, exposed, and recovered agents.   

 The degree of influence asymptomatic carriers have on the trajectory of the 

disease outbreak in this model is captured through sensitivity analysis – methodical 

variation in the frequency with which the carrier state occurs in an effort to illuminate 

the extent of its influence as an individual variable.  In this model, sensitivity analyses 

are carried out using the OAT (one-at-a-time) approach (Czitrom, 1999), in which the 

variable of interest is isolated to examine the degree and form of its impact on patterns 

of infection, mortality, and behavior. 

 

Research Aim 2: Examine Grouping Behaviors and the Timing of Infection 
 

 Grouping is a central feature of agent movement patterns in this model, 

reflective of the documented historical behaviors that occurred in the prison camp 

environment.  Agents undertaking behaviors together may be assumed to be acquiring 

comparable degrees of risk through the model run.  Information on the timing of 

individual infection collected in the Cases Data file can be paired with statistical hazard 
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models to gain an understanding of whether agents in the same regiment (as a proxy for 

behavioral uniformity) are likely to become infected at the same time.  

Clustering was assessed using a one-dimensional bivariate Ripley’s K function in 

a specialized analysis program called K1D (Gavin, 2010) as well as in R; this statistic 

allows the researcher to describe a radius of the desired size around each point, and 

assess whether each data point’s radius overlaps others more or less often than can be 

ascribed to chance.   

 The bivariate Ripley’s K function can be assessed in two ways.  The first is the �̂� 

value, which indicates the “degree” of clustering at a given point along the function 

produced by the bivariate Ripley’s K equation (Dixon, 2002).  When �̂� values fall within 

the error envelopes, no significant clustering (or dispersal) behavior is occurring at that 

time-step.  Conversely, large positive �̂� values suggest that there is a tendency towards 

spacing of the data (dispersal); negative values indicate that data are more clustered 

than would be expected based on chance alone (Gavin, 2010).  �̂�, a standardized version 

of the �̂� statistic, can be graphed to show finer detail in patterns of clustering through a 

temporal or spatial series.   

The second method of assessment is the r value, or correlation coefficient, which 

in this instance indicates whether the location of any given point is strongly correlated 

with the location of the other points in that dataset (Dixon, 2002).  While the correlation 

coefficient is not a particularly robust statistical test, paired with interpretation of  �̂� 

values, it can lend insight into how closely points cluster. 
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 To test clustering, 20 regiments were selected using a random number 

generator; if regiments consisted of fewer than 5 individuals, they were excluded and a 

different regiment selected.  For consistency, only regiments present at model 

initialization were included in these assessments.  Information on the timing of each 

individual’s transition from susceptible to exposed (disease-status = 0 to disease-status 

= 1) was gathered for each regiment from 20 different runs at default parameters.  Each 

of the selected regiments were analyzed using the Ripley’s K function in R, which 

provided the r statistic, and through the bivariate K program K1D. 

 

Research Aim 3:  Explore the Impact of Population Density 
 

 Modern investigations of Shigella have implicated high population density as a 

significant predisposing factor for the development of an epidemic (Paguet et al., 1994; 

El Bushra and Bin, 1999).     Population density was examined by conducting sensitivity 

analyses, where maximum population size, as well as the size of the incoming cohorts, 

was varied.  This approach forces the model to maintain particular population densities 

so that the relationship between population density and disease spread can be better 

understood. The timing and scale of the epidemic peak were compared among the 

different population densities, as well as to the model baseline.  The outcomes were 

also assessed in relation to modern outbreaks to evaluate whether density-dependent 

changes in the model are consistent with recorded epidemics. 
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Chapter 7: Sensitivity Analyses and Simulation Results  
 

 

 

 

 Discussion and analysis of model results will be nested not only in the context of 

19th century health and disease, but also in potential modern applications.  Additionally, 

I will present an assessment of the basic mechanics and functionality of a cumulative 

risk agent-based model.  The goal of this research is primarily to uncover and recognize 

trends in the data, and so model evaluation is largely focused on qualitative, rather than 

statistical differences associated with changing model parameter values.  Statistical 

analyses that support inferences derived from model results will, however, be 

discussed. 

 

General Model Trends 

Discussions and analyses in this chapter will focus primarily on patterns and 

variations in the numbers of infectious agents across time, as understanding the 

behavior and impact of infectious individuals on epidemic growth and timing is typically 

of greatest interest to public health authorities and researchers. However, this output is 

best understood in the greater context of the model’s complete output, general shared 

features tied to agent behavior, model mechanics, and trends in agent susceptibility. For 

this and all following sections, values of non-varying parameters are set at the default 

values given in Table 6.5.  Additionally, Figure 7.1 demonstrates general patterns in the 
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disease curves for infectious, exposed, recovered, and susceptible agents at baseline 

parameters.   

When the model is initialized, all agents (save the initial case) are considered 

susceptible. The number of susceptible agents is replenished intermittently as new 

agents are added to the population.  This results in a curve that remains roughly stable 

at high numbers of susceptible individuals through the early phases of the simulation.  

As the epidemic peak is approached, the number of susceptible agents diminishes 

rapidly, as, during the later stages of the model, susceptible agents are not replaced as 

quickly as they become infected.   

The number of exposed individuals closely mirrors that of infectious individuals; 

however, the number of these individuals is smaller than that of infectious individuals at 

every point, except in the very initial stages of the model.  This difference in early 

numbers occurs because only one agent is assumed to be infected at model 

initialization, and all summarily infected agents must pass through an 18-tick (baseline 

value) latent period before they become infectious.  After the first 20-25 ticks, the 

consistently lower proportion of exposed than infected agents can be attributed to the 

shorter length of the latent period when compared to the infectious period (42-tick 

baseline value).  Fewer agents are likely to be exposed than infected at any one time, 

since agents enter the infectious state more quickly and leave it more slowly than they 

do the exposed state.  At baseline values, the number of exposed individuals (at any 

given tick) peaks at approximately 31 individuals, or 7.8% of the current population. 
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Figure 7.1.  Disease curve(s) at baseline values showing proportion of agents in each 
disease state.  The epidemic (infectious individuals) can be seen in red (average value of 
450 runs). 
 

 

The number of infectious individuals demonstrates an initial exponential rise 

from the first infectious case, which lasts approximately 50 ticks (~8 days), followed by a 

leveling-off and more gradual increase over time.  The rate of growth in the number of 

infectious agents increases again leading up to the epidemic peak, which at baseline 

parameter values occurs at, on average, 742 ticks (124 days, or approximately 18 

weeks). This is followed by a rapid fall-off.  There are minor disturbances in the curve 

leading up to the epidemic peak, as the rate of growth is not entirely constant.  

Potential explanations for these fluctuations will be discussed in greater depth in 
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Chapter 8.  At baseline values, the number of infectious individuals peaks at 

approximately 54 individuals, or 12.6% of the prison population. 

The total count of recovered agents begins low, (associated with low total 

infection), and rises exponentially as the model progresses.  At baseline parameter 

values, the number of recovered agents typically surpasses the number of susceptible 

agents before the epidemic peaks.  The count of recovered agents remains lower than 

the count of susceptible + exposed + infectious, as some infectious agents die, removing 

them from the population.   

 Though many agent-based epidemic models incorporate population changes 

associated with mortality due to the disease under investigation or to other causes (e.g., 

Dunham, 2005; Grimm et al., 2005), fewer incorporate “birth”, or the addition of new 

individuals to the existing population.  There are practical reasons for this: for example, 

an epidemic often develops, peaks, and disappears in a short period of time, such that it 

is unlikely that the number of new individuals introduced to the population will be large 

enough to impact the epidemic’s final size or rate of development in any significant way 

(e.g., Ajelli et al., 2010).  Alternately, the researcher may be interested in examining the 

development of a disease in a closed population, or may choose to exclude births to 

reduce complexity in the initial development and testing of a new model or modeling 

approach (Saltelli et al., 2008).  “Births” are included in this model with the intention of 

maintaining a stable population size, and also to more accurately reflect the population 

dynamics of the historic prison camp. 
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 The population in this model remains relatively consistent through the run, as 

new agents can be added as often as needed to maintain the approximate population 

size as derived from the historical population records from Camp Douglas.  However, 

the number of agents that can be added to the population at any one time is limited to 

numbers proportionally consistent with the historical record, so if mortality during a run 

is inordinately high, the total population falls since the model’s “birth” mechanism is 

unable to keep pace with the rate of agent mortality.  Though this situation does not 

occur early in the model run, the population does taper approaching the epidemic peak.  

Figure 7.2 shows changes in the simulation’s total population size over time, 

demonstrating maintenance of population size around the defined maximum early in 

the model, followed by a slight decline corresponding to the epidemic peak. 

 The epidemic curve produced by this model is largely consistent with the 

epidemiological literature, in which epidemics of dysentery develop relatively slowly 

over the course of 2-6 months before incidence rises to an epidemic peak (Malengreau, 

1983; Taylor et al., 1991; Malakooti et al., 1997), with this occurring more rapidly in 

particularly crowded conditions (Collins, 1998).  There are some key differences to note, 

however, which can be largely explained by significant differences between the 

environments in which epidemic dysentery is studied in modern contexts, and the 

prison camp setting under investigation in this dissertation.   
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Figure 7.2.  Total simulation population at baseline parameters.  The blue line 
displays changes in the model the population during a single run to demonstrate 
the impact of agent “births” on population size. 

 

   

The most significant discrepancy between the epidemic curve produced by this 

simulation and real-world outcomes relates to the total proportion infected, both 

overall and at the peak of the epidemic.  Malakooti et al. (1997) report that localized 

outbreaks in Western Kenya had cumulative incidence rates of nearly 12%; the average 

proportion of the total population infected at the epidemic peak was 0.5%, with 

mortality among those infected remaining below 2%.  It is important to note, however, 

that rehydration and electrolyte therapy were widely available during the outbreak, 

with a beneficial impact on overall mortality.  In contrast, literature and official records 

from the Civil War indicated that mortality from acute dysentery and diarrhea in the 
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camps averaged 4.8% and cumulative incidence (total proportion infected during their 

confinement) was likely 40-50% (Barnes, 1870; Steiner, 1968).    

Historic outbreaks in the United States may offer a more appropriate 

comparison due to the absence of antibiotic therapy, which has typically exerted a 

strong downward pressure on overall epidemic morbidity and mortality when it is 

readily available (Tuttle et al., 1995; Malakooti et al., 1997).  During a 1942 epidemic in 

rural Kentucky, health authorities recorded case fatality rates upwards of 10%, and a 

cumulative incidence rate of 43%.  Though the primary source of infectious material was 

contaminated milk, persistent environmental contamination resulted in a rapid spread 

of infection among families living in small rural hamlets without access to sewer waste 

disposal (Caudill et al., 1942).   

The model accurately reflects mortality and morbidity patterns reported by 

contemporary observers at Camp Douglas, producing on average 42% cumulative 

incidence and 5.6% mortality with baseline parameters.  The shape of the epidemic 

curve is consistent with outbreaks described in modern literature.  At baseline values, 

this model produces an epidemic peak at 748 ticks (mean timing), or approximately 4.1 

months. 

  

Results of Sensitivity Analyses 

 In Chapter 5, sensitivity analyses were discussed as an effective method for 

model validation and analysis. Sensitivity analyses involve the systematic manipulation 

of one or more variables, allowing researchers to examine the impact of various model 
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parameters on the timing and scale of the epidemic peak.  The results of sensitivity 

analyses can also be harnessed to assess the relative impact of different parameters on 

model outcome, and can lend insight into the relationship between parameters. 

Whether variations are performed on single parameters, or on groups of two or more, 

sensitivity analysis allows investigators to systematically explore the full range of 

potential model outcomes.   

 A second primary task central to the development of a new model is for the 

researcher to examine the way that the underlying model architecture and 

programming affects the model’s output; the degree to which different parameters 

impact the model’s behavior must be understood and firmly delineated before any 

strong statements can be made regarding the model’s results.  Sensitivity analyses allow 

the researcher to quantify how much variation in model output can be attributed to 

variation in model input (Saltelli et al., 2008) and are central to fully verifying the 

reliability of a simulation.  Additionally, sensitivity analyses can lend insight into the 

ways that different model parameters interact to affect output, allowing researchers to 

make more informed statements about a simulation’s validity and applicability outside 

of the theoretical sphere.  For example, an economic researcher may use sensitivity 

analysis to assess how closely the price of a commodity (e.g., wheat) is tied to other 

variables (e.g., precipitation, temperature), and recommend different purchasing or 

investment decisions as a function of the strength of each variable on commodity yield 

(Pannell, 1997).  
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In the sensitivity analyses discussed here, single parameters were varied (one-at-

a-time [OAT] sensitivity analysis).  As mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, the OAT 

approach involves altering one parameter in a systematic manner (Czitrom, 1999), while 

leaving other parameters at their baseline value.  Variation in output, therefore, can be 

interpreted as hailing exclusively from differences in the parameter of interest.  Ideally, 

output from sensitivity analyses will show either no impact from the parameter under 

consideration, or will vary in such a way that it clarifies the impact of pertinent model 

mechanics on the produced data (Gilbert, 2008). Table 7.2 lists the model parameters 

varied, their minimum and maximum values, and the increment of variation.  

 

Table 7.1.  Variation in values used in sensitivity analyses of primary 
model parameters 

Parameter Range Increment 

Latent Period 12 – 48 ticks 2 ticks 

Infectious Period 32 – 52 ticks 2 ticks 

Carrier Probability 0.01 – 0.08 0.01 

Influx Threshold 400 – 540 agents 20 agents 

 

 

As described in Chapter 6, a repetition study suggested that at least 450 runs 

were necessary in order to minimize the chances that the pattern resulting from a 

particular set of runs deviated significantly from overall average model behavior as 

determined from 20,000 runs of the model. Consequently, the simulation was run this 

number of times at each value of the parameter being varied.  Output files allowed the 

calculation of average new infections (per day), average proportion of agents in the 
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infectious class at the epidemic peak, timing of the average epidemic peak, and the 

average total (full-run) number of agents infected.  Timing and epidemic size are often 

of great interest to professionals in the public health and medical fields (Oleckno, 2008) 

and these measures were chosen because they reflect the importance of this knowledge 

to the effective design and application of potential intervention programs.  Additionally, 

and perhaps more importantly, in order for conclusions or suggestions based upon this 

model to have significance and applicability outside of the theoretical realm, it is 

important to ensure that the simulation reliably and consistently generates epidemic 

patterns in line with existing knowledge of patterns of epidemic development and 

spread.  The following sections will present the results from variation in the length of 

the latent and infectious periods, population density, and carrier probability (likelihood 

of an infected agent becoming an asymptomatic carrier rather than recovering).  

 

Latent Period 

 Sets of 450 simulations were run at all values of the latent period between 12 

ticks (48 hours) and 24 ticks (96 hours) in increments of 2 ticks (8 hours).  The average 

length of the latent period for infection with S. dysenteriae is 3 days (72 hours) (Mintz 

and Chaignat, 2008), and though it can be as low as 18 hours or as high as 7 days (168 

hours), the vast majority of recorded outbreaks have latent periods between 1 and 4 

days long.   Analysis of data resulting from these sets of runs suggests that the length of 

the latent period had a negligible impact on either the timing (Figure 7.3) or final size 

(Figure 7.4) of the epidemic peak. At no point within the range of realistic values did the 
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total number of infectious individuals at the epidemic peak vary by more than 7 

individuals from the mean (approximately 1.8% of the total population size). 

 

 
Figure 7.3.  Epidemic curve at minimum and maximum latent period values. 

 

 The total proportion of inmates infected over the course of the model also 

shows no variation based on latent period; total proportion infected ranges from 48.2% 

to a maximum of 56.0%, with no correlation with latent period duration.  All curves 

show an initial rapid rise, until after approximately 50 ticks (7 days) infection 

propagation slows.   
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Figure 7.4.  Mean time (in ticks) of the epidemic peak as latent period 
varies. 

 

 The lack of importance of variation in the latent period is not surprising, 

however, as transmission in this model is closely tied to the proportion of infectious 

individuals in the camp at a given time, and their movement tendencies, rather than to 

person-to-person transmission. While it could be hypothesized that a shorter latent 

period would result in a faster rise to the epidemic peak as individuals become 

infectious (and thus, counted in the infected-proportion calculations) more rapidly, the 

impact would really only be seen at the very beginning of the model run.  Increasing the 

latent period has the potential to slightly delay the initial onset and spread of the 

disease within the camp, but once the first agent becomes infectious, the length of the 

latent period will exert minimal influence on the further trajectory of the epidemic. This 

feature can be attributed to the fact that contamination is introduced into the 

environment with the first infectious individual, and transmission in this model is a 

function of the proportion of infectious agents in a given locale. 
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Infectious Period 

 The infectious period was varied from 30 ticks (120 hours, 5 days) to 60 ticks 

(240 hours, 10 days) in increments of two ticks (8 hours).  Changes in the length of the 

infectious period resulted in one of the most significant qualitative changes in the timing 

and severity of the epidemic peak.  Across the full range of values, the mean maximum 

size of the epidemic peak showed consistent increase, growing from 37.2 individuals to 

55.3 individuals (Figure 7.5), and the mean peak infectious proportion grew from 9.0% 

to 15.8%.  A two-factor t-test indicates that the difference in the final epidemic size was 

statistically significant between minimum and maximum values (t = 42.5, p<0.001, df = 

785), as well as between these values and the default value of 42 ticks (F = 956.1, 

p<0.001, df = 2, 1317).    

 Analysis also showed a tendency towards more rapid epidemic development 

(Figure 7.6) along a linear trajectory.  There was no deviation from a linear growth 

pattern either in terms of number of infected individuals, or for the timing of the 

epidemic peak as the infectious period was increased from 32 to 52 ticks.  The 

minimum, maximum, and default values were statistically distinct (F = 153.8, p<0.001, df 

= 2, 1317), indicating that the duration of the infectious period has a definite 

accelerating impact on the timing of the epidemic peak.   
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Figure 7.5.  Peak epidemic size (number of infectious individuals) as the 
infectious period varies. 

 
 

 

 
Figure 7.6.  Mean time (in ticks) of the epidemic peak as infectious period 
varies. 
 

When the averaged epidemic curves for the minimum and maximum values are 
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(Figure 7.7).  A short infectious period results in a lower net number of infections across 

the length of the epidemic; this leads to a smaller total proportion of individuals 

infected.   

 

 
Figure 7.7.  Epidemic curve at minimum and maximum infectious period values.  
The curve at default values is in black. 

 

Shortening the length of the infectious period reduces the time that agents in 

the model are included in the simulation’s various risk pools.  Though the amount of risk 

each individual agent contributes is constant across the duration of their illness (due to 

how the various risk factors are calculated), with a reduced infectious period, they 

remain in that pool for less time.  Thus, there is a statistical likelihood that fewer 

individuals in the camp will be infectious at any given time, resulting in a smaller level of 
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risk associated with each activity.  Risk is defined by the proportion of infectious 

individuals who are either currently engaging in an activity, or who have recently been 

active in a particular vicinity.  It is predicated on the assumption that infectious agents 

shed pathogens into their environment, and thus, that the environmental 

contamination in a given location (e.g., Barracks #101) is proportional to the number of 

infectious individuals who have recently been inside.  If a smaller proportion of the 

agents are infectious at any given place or time, less environmental contamination will 

occur, and the risk to all agents will be reduced, resulting in slower epidemic 

propagation. 

 

Carrier Probability 
 

 Carrier probability was varied from 0.01 to 0.15, in increments of 0.01.  As 

discussed in Chapter 3, in present-day outbreaks up to 5% of nominally recovered 

individuals may still act as asymptomatic carriers, and continue to shed infectious 

material.  For this model, the default likelihood for an infectious individual to become a 

carrier was set at 0.03 (3%); a ‘realistic’ range for these values was determined to be 

between 0.01 and 0.08, with the upper margin of 0.15 representing a potential but 

unlikely frequency.   

 Results for models varying carrier probability indicated that, at realistic values 

(0.01-0.08), carriers had a negligible impact on the severity of epidemic development 

and were not statistically distinguishable (F = 2.16, p<0.06, df = 5, 2622) (Figure 7.8).  

However, at high probabilities (carrier probability > 0.12), the number of carriers in the 
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population becomes large enough to show an impact on the epidemic trajectory.  

Simulations with high proportions of carriers present in the population experienced a 

faster rise to the epidemic peak, though neither the total number of infectious 

individuals at the peak (number infectious = 52.3 at 0.01; 51.8 at 0.03; 53.2 at 0.05; 53.8 

at 0.15) nor the total proportion of infected individuals changed significantly (43.6% at 

0.01; 43.1% at 0.03; 44.8% at 0.05; 45.1% at 0.15). Populations with a greater 

proportion of asymptomatic carriers developed to the epidemic peak more rapidly, 

however, and those populations also experienced a rapid fall-off in the number of 

infectious individuals afterwards since there were too few susceptible individuals to 

sustain the epidemic (see Figure 7.8), resulting in the same net proportion infected 

across the entire simulation (Figure 7.9).   

 

 
Figure 7.8.  Epidemic curve at carrier probability values 0.01, 0.05, and 0.15. 
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Figure 7.9.  Mean time (in ticks) of the epidemic peak as carrier probability varies. 

 

 

Population Density and Population Size 
 

 The influx-cutoff value incorporated into the model sets a population ceiling, 

above which no new agents may be added to the camp. Since the area encompassed by 

the camp is held constant, the variable influx-cutoff serves as a proxy for population 

density. This parameter was varied from a maximum population of roughly 400 

individuals, to a maximum population of roughly 540 individuals in intervals of 20.  

These maximum populations are approximations, as the procedure to create new 

agents and introduce them into the population has inherent variability in both the 

number of agents it creates, and how it breaks them out into regiments/movement 

groups.   

 In this model, the regular introduction of new inmates to the camp has two 

impacts: a) it allows the model to maintain relatively stable population levels, and thus 
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densities, and b) it provides a consistent flow of new susceptible individuals into an 

otherwise closed population.   

 Changing the density had minimal impact on the total or peak proportion 

infected, but had a substantial influence on the timing of the epidemic peak. Figure 7.10 

presents a comparison of the mean proportion infected at each tick when the 

parameter is set to the minimum (400), the baseline (450), 460, 500, and maximum 

(540) influx cutoff value(s).  A more detailed view of the epidemic peak can be seen in 

Figure 7.11. 

 
Figure 7.10. Epidemic curve at densities ≈ 400, 450, 460, 500, and 540. 
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Figure 7.11. Timing and scale of the epidemic peak at densities ≈ 400, 450, 460, 
500, and 540. 

 

 This particular research question was approached with the hypothesis that as 

population density increased, the disease would spread through the population more 

rapidly, leading to a faster rise to the epidemic peak and a higher proportion infected at 

that peak.  Unexpectedly, the peak occurred sooner at low population densities (Figure 

7.12).  Using paired t-tests, it was possible to distinguish minimum population density 

from maximum density (t = 5.58, p < 0.001, df = 832), and both minimum and maximum 

from the default value (t = 3.72, p < 0.01, df = 839; t = 1.99, p < 0.05, df = 833).  The 

proportion of the population infected at the epidemic peak did not show any consistent 

variation or trend across the range of values tested (Figure 7.13). 
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Figure 7.12.  Mean time (in ticks) of the epidemic peak as influx cutoff 
varies. 

 

 

 
Figure 7.13. Proportion of individuals infected at the epidemic peak as 
influx cutoff is varied. 
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can be explained.  The most surprising result of this test was the fact that at low influx 

cutoffs (agents enter the camp less frequently because the total population must fall 

below the cutoff in order for new agents to be created) the epidemic actually peaked 

sooner than it did at higher values.  While it was assumed that higher population 

densities would result in a larger pool of agents which would drive up risk values 

associated with volume-dependent activities (e.g., working in the barracks, visiting the 

latrine), it actually did the opposite.  Since all new agents created enter the model as 

susceptible individuals, rather than exposed or infectious, each new influx of agents 

drives down the proportion of the population actively spreading infectious material, 

reducing the risk for the camp, rather than increasing it. This finding suggests that, in a 

model with cumulative risk mechanics based on total (or local) infectious proportions, it 

may be more appropriate to address the impact of population density in a different 

manner.  Potential strategies for this as well as the implications of these results will be 

discussed in more detail in the next chapter. 

 

Clustering 

 Sensitivity analyses are intended to assess the responsiveness of the model to a 

variety of different parameter values; the data collected during simulation analyses can 

also be employed to address the specific research questions laid out in previous 

chapters.  One of the primary aims of this research was to examine whether and how 

group movement tendencies impact the likelihood of disease to occur in clusters based 

on agents’ social behaviors and physical locations.  The following two sections address 
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small-scale patterns of disease incidence in this simulation, or patterns of infectious 

timing within socially linked groups. 

 

Patterns of infection early in the model 
 

Parameters in this model were based on biological features of Shigella 

dysenteriae and the morbidity and mortality conditions recorded at Camp Douglas 

during the final 6 months of operation (January through June of 1865) (War 

Department, 1865).  As described earlier, this information was combined with 

contemporary writings and historical analyses (i.e., Eisendrath, 1960; Kelly, 1989; Levy, 

1994) of conditions and prisoner experiences at the camp in an effort to reconstruct 

movement patterns, social behaviors, and environmental conditions within the prison 

camp.   

 It should be noted that this research model does incorporate some assumptions 

that do not fully match the historical record for the period under investigation.  Perhaps 

the most significant difference is the fact that in this simulation, the initial epidemic 

begins with a single infectious individual, whereas in January 1865, there would have 

been many prisoners in the camp at varying stages of infection (Barnes, 1870).  There 

are two reasons that this choice was made.  The first is that a single point of origin 

allows for a more detailed investigation of spread patterns in the early stages of an 

epidemic.  A more detailed explanation of the statistical approach employed to address 

this question can be found in Chapter 6. 
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Patterns of infection early in the model were investigated by examining the 

barracks and regiment of the first ten cases and assessing commonalities with the index 

case, which provides insight into the relative significance of regiment- and barracks-level 

risk relationships on the likelihood of becoming infected early in the model.  Fifty 

baseline runs were selected, and information on the timing of each individual’s 

transition from susceptible to exposed (disease-status = 0 to disease-status = 1) was 

gathered for the first ten cases of the selected runs.  Each run was analyzed using the 

Ripley’s K function in R, which provided the r statistic, and the bivariate K program K1D. 

The results of these analyses suggested that no significant clustering could be 

distinguished.  Agents sharing a barracks assignment or regiment with the first case 

were neither more nor less likely to become infected early in the model than were 

agents that shared no social or locational similarities with the first case. This is reflected 

graphically by �̂� values that fall consistently within the confidence envelopes.  An 

example �̂� plot examining clustering in both regiment and barracks for baseline run 

#151 can be seen in Figure 7.14. 
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Figure 7.14.  Clustering of infection among the first ten cases, based on 
regiment and barracks similarity to the first case, at default simulation 

values.  The blue line, �̂�, falls within the confidence envelope (black 
dashed lines), suggesting that there is no significant clustering or 
dispersion.  Apparent clustering at the beginning of the model can be 
attributed to the extremely low number of cases. 

 
 
The Impact of Group Movement Behaviors 

To test the impact of shared movement patterns, 20 regiments were selected 

using a random number generator; if regiments consisted of fewer than 5 individuals, 

they were excluded and a different regiment selected.  For consistency, only regiments 

present at model initialization were included in these assessments.  Information on the 

timing of each individual’s transition from susceptible to exposed was gathered for each 

regiment from 20 different runs at baseline parameters.  As above, each of the selected 

regiments were analyzed using the Ripley’s K function. 

 The majority (392 out of 400 tests) showed evidence that clustering was 

occurring.  This is reflected graphically by �̂� values that are consistently greater than the 

confidence envelope.  An example �̂� plot for Regiment 202 can be seen in Figure 7.15.  
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This plot indicates that, in this sample, the most significant clustering occurs among a 

group of agents who became infected early in the model; there is an additional cluster 

that occurred later on in the model, reflecting two ‘peaks of infection’ that impacted 

this regiment.  All tests also showed a reduction in clustering towards the end of the 

simulation, reflected in this table by the �̂� plot line dipping below the upper envelope 

value.  This reflects a drop-off in infection late in the simulation, as all agents in these 

‘starter’ regiments had become infected and recovered, precluding further infection 

events. 

 

 

Figure 7.15.  Temporal clustering of infection among members of Regiment 

202 at default simulation values.  The blue line (�̂�) above the confidence 
envelopes (dashed lines) indicates that the data are more clustered than 
would be expected based on chance. 
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showed a somewhat sinusoidal �̂� curve (as illustrated in Figure 7.15), but there were 

several graphs in which the shape of the curve was more parabolic.  The differences in 

the shapes of these curves suggest that there is no regular temporal pattern in infection 

events – over the course of all simulations, agents are not significantly more likely to 

become infected early in the simulation versus at middle or later model stages.   

 Bivariate K tests were performed on grouped per-run data to assess whether 

there were any overall trends in the timing of infection among the regiments during a 

single simulation.   This provides insight into whether or not there are cyclic patterns of 

infection that, while not reflected in aggregate measures of infection and exposure, may 

be uncovered by smaller-scale investigations.  The results of these analyses suggested 

that there are no cyclic or repetitive patterns in the timing of infectious events among 

the disparate groups in a given model run (Figure 7.16).   

 

 
Figure 7.16.  �̂� plot for all sampled regiments demonstrating no deviation 
from normal distribution of data points. 
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 The fact that the timing of infection events tends to occur within statistically-

grouped time frames among members of the same regiment suggests that agents are 

moving together (and thus accumulating roughly equivalent risk increases) often 

enough that they become infectious at similar times.  The results of this simulation 

provide insight not only into the emergent phenomena produced by the model, but also 

into health dynamics among the prisoners at Camp Douglas.  Patterns of transmission in 

a cumulative risk model are distinct from those that could be expected to arise from a 

direct person-to-person transmission model such as would be appropriate for a disease 

like influenza.  The following chapter will frame these results in the context of model 

mechanics and modern applications. 
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusions 
 

 

 

Previous research into health at the prison camp focused on descriptive 

depictions of disease incidence, limited by the resolution of occurrence and mortality 

information recorded by the military (see, for example, Eisendrath, 1960; Kelly, 1989; 

Levy, 1994).  Trends in morbidity and mortality have been largely attributed to a 

combination of an unsanitary environment coupled with high-density living conditions, 

and exacerbated by malnutrition and exposure (Bollett, 2002).  The conditions at the 

camp are closely tied to Civil-War-era social and cultural factors, including expectations 

of personal agency and a limited conceptual framework to explain the origins and 

spread of disease.  Models can supplement pure historical or cultural analyses by 

providing an objective, replicable test of recorded events; conversely, they can be 

harnessed to explore the influence of likely contributing factors more deeply. 

Use of this model to assess the origins of disease transmission and spread within 

a confined population can help to further explain the patterns of diarrheal morbidity 

and mortality that were observed at Camp Douglas.  This research lends insight into the 

relative impact of various aspects of pathogen biology, and the way that these features 

combined with individual and group-level behaviors to affect epidemic dynamics.  

Discussion and analysis of these results will be nested not only in the context of 19th 

Century health and disease, but also potential modern applications.  Additionally, I will 
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provide an assessment of the basic mechanics and functionality of this cumulative risk 

model.   

Though a thorough understanding of the impact of model mechanics is 

important for assessing the generalized applicability of this simulation, the primary goals 

of this research are focused on understanding the relationship between social factors 

and the spread of disease within the model framework.  To address these questions, I 

examined features of the model that integrated both social/behavioral and 

environmental aspects.  I was primarily interested in assessing the applicability of this 

model to improving understanding of the impact of environment on disease spread in 

crowded conditions, and whether and how group movement tendencies impact the 

likelihood of infection based on agents’ social behaviors and physical locations. 

 

Application of model results to understanding the impacts of crowding 

Eisendrath (1960) Steiner (1968), Levy (1994) and other researchers argue that 

the incidence of diarrhea and dysentery at Camp Douglas was likely comparable to the 

average incidence figure for the active military at the time, which was an approximately 

60% chance of diarrheal illness within any given 9 months (Barnes, 1870; Steiner, 1968).  

The model program results in an average of 41% morbidity over the four-month 

simulated run.  This is slightly greater than the ‘realistic’ hypothesized values presented 

above (assuming that the 60% chance of infection over 9 months is equally distributed 

over time, a four-month risk would be roughly 30%); this discrepancy can be largely 
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attributed to the frequency at which the model ‘refreshes’ the population with new 

susceptible agents.   

 At Camp Douglas, new prisoners were most commonly introduced into the 

population in large groups, following large-scale battles that resulted in a significant 

number of captured enemy combatants (Kelly, 1989). In fact, as the war approached its 

final months, it was not uncommon for the prison to receive over 1,000 new prisoners in 

a single day (Levy, 1994).  This simulation was scaled down to 1/20 size when compared 

to the original camp population, as agent-based models can be processing- and data-

intensive, and some full-scale models have required the use of parallel computing 

clusters to fully process (e.g., Parry and Evans, 2008). The scale of new prisoner arrivals 

was likewise reduced, and split into smaller numbers to limit the amount of time and 

processing power spent on locating bunk space adequate to fit full regiments.  Thus, 

though the historic pattern was one with several very large influxes of new prisoners, 

this simulation adds new prisoners in lower numbers, but greater frequency.  Agents 

enter the camp less frequently because the total population must fall below the cutoff 

in order for new agents to be created.  The resulting dynamics produce a smooth, 

largely unchanging population curve, where a fully historically accurate model would 

have an irregular upward trajectory (War Department, 1864-1865).   

 Despite these deviations from the historical record, this simulation provides 

some interesting insight into the significant differences in the impact of population 

density between cumulative risk and direct transmission models.  Using the influx cutoff 

as a proxy for population density did not result in expected outcomes, though given the 
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model’s mechanics, the occurrences discovered can be explained.  As described in 

Chapter 7, with low influx cutoffs the epidemic actually peaked sooner than it did at 

higher values.  While it was assumed that higher population densities would result in a 

larger pool of agents, which would drive up risk values associated with volume-

dependent activities (e.g., working in the barracks, visiting the latrine), it actually did the 

opposite.  Since all new agents created enter the model as susceptible individuals, 

rather than exposed or infectious, each new influx of agents drives down the proportion 

of the population actively spreading infectious material, reducing the risk for the camp, 

rather than increasing it.   

New agents entering the prison population dilute the infectious proportion, 

reducing the likelihood of becoming infected for all agents, but at the same time, they 

extend the total duration of the epidemic by consistently adding to the population of 

susceptible agents.   Extending the duration of the epidemic ultimately resulted in a 

greater cumulative incidence.  In modern-day confined groups, such as prisons and 

refugee camps, ongoing addition of new individuals to the populations can result not 

only in the maintenance of low-level endemic infection patterns, but can make acute 

epidemics more severe by drawing them out over a longer period of time.  

 In a simulation of a directly transmitted pathogen such as influenza or measles, 

high population densities can be expected to increase the number of potential 

susceptible contacts an infectious individual meets in any given time frame, simply 

because there are more individuals circulating around in the spatial area, and the 

chance of encountering any other person grows accordingly.  In a model where 
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transmission is mediated by environmental conditions (in this case, location-specific 

levels of risk), the risk of infection given those conditions is also based on the number of 

individuals active in a given vicinity of one another.  However, the chance of 

transmission is not firmly set, as it might be in a model of influenza; rather, it reflects 

the number of individuals actively contaminating the environment, as well as the chance 

that an uninfected individual entering that environment will contact the pathogen in 

great enough numbers to cause an infection.   

 In a prison, or other confined population, individuals typically are not given the 

opportunity to remove themselves from an infected environment.  Particularly in the 

historical situation modeled in this dissertation, inmates also had limited access to basic 

sanitation measures, such as soap, that are made available to modern-day confined 

populations.  Regular hand-washing has been found to significantly reduce transmission 

of fecal-oral pathogens, including Shigella (Hassan et al., 1993; Tuttle, 1995; El Bushra 

and Bin, 1999), and the absence of this mitigation strategy likely had a notable impact 

on the ease with which pathogens were able to spread through the population.  

Additionally, while overcrowding and high population densities reduced the rate of 

infection spread in this population, the extreme density of soldiers led to increased 

environmental contamination in the real-world environment inhabited by the prisoners.  

In particular, there were inadequate latrine facilities at the camp (Levy, 1994); this, 

combined with poor maintenance and sealing of existing and filled latrine pits resulted 

in potentially-infectious fecal material spreading throughout the camp, including into 

barracks and food preparation areas.   
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The discrepancy between recorded occurrences and the findings of this 

simulation suggests that, in a model with cumulative risk mechanics based on total (or 

local) infectious proportions, it may be more appropriate to address the impact of 

population density in a different manner.  One approach would be to introduce infected 

and susceptible individuals to the population at equivalent proportions to the general 

population, which would maintain a stable population density without the “dilution” 

effect seen in this model.   

 

The Impact of Asymptomatic Carriers 

 In this model, carriers are a subset of the recovered agent set, composed of 

individuals who passed through the infectious state without dying.  Carrier agents are 

no longer symptomatic, and, like recovered agents, cannot be re-infected.  Behaviorally, 

they have the same movement patterns as non-infectious agents.  Carriers have been 

hypothesized to have a role in exacerbating existing outbreaks by increasing the 

likelihood that uninfected individuals may come into contact with infectious surfaces, 

food, or water (Taylor et al., 1991; Birmingham et al., 1997).  They have also been 

implicated in the endemic maintenance of dysentery within a population, potentially 

leading to cyclic outbreaks (Hossain, 1994). Carriers in real-world outbreaks are 

uncommon, rarely exceeding 5% of recovered cases (Hossain, 1994); young children and 

immunocompromised individuals are most likely to become carriers. 

This simulation suggests that asymptomatic carriers are unlikely to exert an 

influence on the development of an epidemic once it has begun, as their impact on 
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epidemic trajectory was not distinguishable from chance variation in the disease curve 

when carriers existed in the population at realistic levels.  At higher probabilities, in 

which upwards of 12% of infected individuals become asymptomatic carriers, the 

number of carriers becomes a large enough percentage of the total simulation 

population that they begin to display a positive impact on the speed of epidemic 

growth; however, a proportion this high has never been observed in a real-world 

outbreak.   

 Asymptomatic carriers may be expected to occur at a higher-than-average rate 

in an environment such as the one found at Camp Douglas – men were consistently 

undernourished, poorly protected from the elements, and lived in generally unsanitary 

conditions.  The combined challenge posed by these concurrent conditions was likely to 

lead to an immunocompromised state (Albers et al., 2005), which in turn reduced the 

ability of infected individuals to fully clear an infection.  However, this supposition 

cannot be confirmed with the evidence available today. 

 

General Model Trends 

 Parameters in this model were based on biological features of Shigella 

dysenteriae and the morbidity and mortality conditions recorded at Camp Douglas 

during the final 6 months of operation (January through June 1865) (War Department, 

1865).  This information was combined with historical writings (e.g., Huff, 1863; 

Woodward, 1864) and historical analyses (i.e., Eisendrath, 1960; Kelly, 1989; Levy, 1994) 

of conditions and prisoner experiences at the camp in an effort to reconstruct 
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movement patterns, social behaviors, and environmental conditions within the prison 

camp.   

 At baseline values, the model does accurately reflect modern understandings 

and interpretations of the morbidity and mortality rates seen at Camp Douglas during 

the period of peak occupancy.  After an initial rapid rise in incidence during the first 

week after the pathogen’s introduction into the population, the epidemic trajectory 

settles into a pattern of slow growth.  After approximately 12-14 weeks, the number of 

infectious individuals begins to increase rapidly, achieving an epidemic peak after an 

average of 748 ticks, or approximately 17.5 weeks; this is followed by a rapid drop-off in 

new cases and the total number of infectious individuals in the camp, as the number of 

new susceptibles falls too low to maintain an epidemic. 

Since all models are inherently simplified versions of reality, assumptions and 

choices made during the simulation-building process can impact the general 

applicability of the model’s results; output and conclusions, therefore, must be assessed 

in light of the researcher’s choices.  Some of these impacts were assessed through 

sensitivity analyses, which provide insight into general patterns of model behavior and 

mechanics, particularly at the junction of the pathogen’s programmed biology and its 

interaction with the individual agents. 

 The first model parameter examined was the latent period, or the time during 

which an individual is infected with Shigella, but is not yet infectious.  In this model, the 

latent period did not have any statistically detectable impact on the duration of the 

epidemic, nor did it affect the epidemic size. In modern-day outbreaks, a long latent 
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period can either be beneficial or problematic to doctors and other authorities seeking 

to intervene in the course of an outbreak (Oleckno, 2008).  Early in an epidemic, a 

lengthy latent period can allow the infected individual to change location, come into 

close contact with others, or engage in other behaviors that increase the probability 

that a disease will spread through a population through person-to-person contact or by 

shedding pathogenic material into the environment.  This is particularly true of diseases 

in which individuals may develop subclinical infections or otherwise become capable of 

spreading infection before showing symptoms.  Conversely, a persistent latent period 

may aid health authorities in containing a disease outbreak once it is detected, as 

individuals who may have been exposed can be identified, isolated, and/or treated 

before they become infectious.    

 In contrast to the latent period, this model is highly sensitive to variations in 

certain parameters reflecting the biology of the disease organism.  In particular, small 

alterations in the pathogen’s infectious period had significant impacts on the size and 

timing of the epidemic peak.  A shorter infectious period was consistently associated 

with a delay in the development of the epidemic and a smaller cumulative proportion of 

individuals infected over the course of the simulation.  The difference between the 

fastest epidemic development and the slowest was only 19 ticks (76 hours, or roughly 

3.2 days), which is not necessarily significant when measured across the full four-month 

duration of the simulation period.  More significant in terms of scale was the degree of 

change in the proportion infected at the epidemic peak in relation to variation in 

infectious period.   At low-duration (32 ticks, 5 days), the mean peak infectious 
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proportion is 9.0%; at high-duration (52 ticks, 9 days) that number rises to 15.8%; total 

proportion infected rises from 37% to 51% over this same range of variation.   

The infectious period of Shigella is closely tied to the strain of the bacterium 

circulating in a population.  Most epidemics are caused by S. dysenteriae, which has an 

average infectious period of seven days, though it can be as low as two.  A closely 

related species, S. flexneri, has also been implicated in some epidemic outbreaks.  S. 

flexneri is typically less virulent and has a shorter infectious period.  Rapid identification, 

or previous awareness of the strain likely to be circulating in the region surrounding an 

outbreak can be coupled with information derived from this (or a similar) model to give 

an idea of how rapidly an epidemic is likely to develop, and the time-frame for effective 

intervention.  Medical researchers have identified four species of Shigella bacteria, each 

of which has several subtypes (Mintz and Chaignat, 2008).  Ongoing monitoring by local, 

national, and international health authorities (see, for example, Birmingham et al., 1997; 

Chompook et al., 2005; Talukder et al., 2005) has provided general insight into the 

global and regional distribution of different species and strains.  This can offer doctors 

and medical professionals enough information to estimate the likely causative strain of 

an outbreak and develop a plan of action, which can be confirmed later through 

serotyping or other methods. 

However, even a small difference in the length of the infectious period can have 

an impact on the ability of public health officials to respond to epidemic outbreaks, 

particularly in developing countries where dysentery epidemics are more likely to occur, 

and public health infrastructure tends to be less developed (Ram et al., 2006).  For 
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example, The Tanzania Public Health Service receives reports from rural areas weekly 

(Mghamba, 2004), rather than receiving daily updates.  A three-day delay in the 

development of an epidemic offers medical professionals more time to devise and 

implement intervention strategies to reduce outbreak-related morbidity and mortality 

upon receiving a potentially delayed report regarding an outbreak.  Improvements in 

surveillance and reporting have improved epidemic response times in Bangladesh 

(Rahman, 2013), Ethiopia (Kebede,2013), and Thailand (Chompook et al., 2005).  In 2004 

China began work on a standardized online reporting system for infectious diseases, 

which is expected to decrease the delay in identifying outbreaks of gastrointestinal 

diseases by harnessing computer algorithms to identify potential hotspots (Yan et al., 

2012).   

The simulation results, in combination with findings regarding the importance of 

timely public health response in mediating the severity of an epidemic outbreak, 

suggest that knowledge as general as understanding a settlement or camp’s population 

density, and general movement patterns, can inform decisions about an epidemic’s 

likely rate of growth, timing of the peak, or overall severity.  This model is particularly 

helpful in understanding outbreaks where infection is likely to have originated from a 

small number of sources, though it can be expanded and adapted to help illuminate 

patterns of shigellosis infection that develop from endemic persistence as well.   

 Using a 19th century Civil War population as a basis for this model means that 

simulations are based on an assumption that there will be minimal available 

interventions (e.g., antibiotic therapy) available to infected individuals.  Though in 
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modern times this situation is not as common, shigellosis epidemics can and do occur in 

populations where there is limited access to antibiotics or sanitary, balanced oral 

rehydration therapy (Victoria et al., 2000).  In these situations, understanding disease 

dynamics in a pre-antibiotic world can not only help indicate the most effective 

intervention points to lessen epidemic severity, but can also aid researchers in framing 

and understanding disease dynamics post-hoc.  

  

Early Model Behavior 

One of the most significant differences between this model and the historical 

situation is that, in this simulation, the initial epidemic is assumed to begin with a single 

infectious individual, whereas in January 1865, there would have been many prisoners 

in the camp at varying stages of infection (Barnes, 1870).  A single point of origin allows 

for a more detailed investigation of spread patterns in the early stages of the disease, 

and so the decision was made to begin the epidemic with a single agent.   

The single point-of-origin for the pathogen in this model may suggest that this 

simulation stands as a more realistic representation of dysentery spread in the earliest 

period of the camp’s occupation, rather than the final months.  Dysentery and other 

diarrheal diseases began circulating in military encampments and among regiments in 

the field almost immediately after the beginning of the war (Woodward, 1864; Barnes, 

1870; Bolett, 2002), and there is evidence that chronic and acute diarrhea were present 

among the troops at Camp Douglas even before it became a prison camp (Kelly, 1989).  

It is likely that when the first prisoners arrived, they encountered latrines, barracks, 
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food, and cooking implements that were already contaminated with infectious material.  

Additionally, it is likely that one or more among the first group of prisoners entering the 

camp were suffering from dysentery or diarrheal symptoms.  Any of these factors, 

individually or in combination, can account for the initial introduction of the pathogen 

into the prison population.   

 As it relates to model mechanics and function, there are some inherent 

repercussions associated with using a single point-of-origin for the initial infection.  

Perhaps most significant is that the initial portion of the infectious curve will show a 

rapid rise until it achieves a plateau.  This plateau begins consistently between 48 and 

51 ticks, and does not vary with changes in infectious period, latent period, population 

density, or other parameters with otherwise statistically significant effects on the timing 

and scale of the epidemic.   

As described in Chapter 7, there was no evidence that individuals sharing the 

barracks or regiment of the first case were more likely to be infected during the first two 

weeks (84 ticks) of the model run.  Again, this highlights a key difference between a 

cumulative risk model and a direct transmission model. In this simulation, the 

movements of the first case have the greatest impact on the risk to agents assigned to 

the agent’s own barracks, and agents visiting the latrine.  However, the risk to other 

prisoners in the first case agent’s barracks is very low at the beginning of the model – he 

is the only infectious individual, and thus the proportion infected (and risk) inside the 

barracks remains small.   
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Thus, it is likely that the majority of early-model transmission occurs at the 

latrines.  Individuals with bacillary dysentery only rarely become infectious before they 

become symptomatic (Gangarosa et al., 1970; Wilson et al., 1981), and this is 

incorporated into the model by increasing the chances for an infectious agent to visit 

the latrine.  This increases the risk at the latrine along a steeper trajectory from the rest 

of the camp, since a greater proportion of individuals who visit the latrine are likely to 

be infectious.  However, all non-infectious agents have an equal chance of choosing to 

use the latrine during any given tick, so the risk acquired from latrine visits early in the 

model is spread randomly throughout the camp, rather than clustered around the first 

case. 

 

Group Movement and the Timing of Infection 

 Though there were no clustering trends during the early stages of the epidemic, 

the model does suggest that there is a tendency for agents in the same regiment to 

become infected in groups.  This suggests that, though exposure to pathogens at the 

latrine may be a deciding factor early in the model, as the epidemic develops and 

contamination throughout the camp increases, the risk associated with movement to 

different areas around the camp becomes more important.   

The outcomes of the clustering analyses reveal that clustering occurs at more 

significant rates early in the simulation rather than later.  While some of this is 

undoubtedly associated with the ever-diminishing pool of susceptible agents, there may 

also be ties to nutritional status and its impact on movement likelihoods. The risk 
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associated with the barracks is more variable than the risk associated with the outdoors, 

as it is dependent on the proportion of infectious to noninfectious agents who have 

been in the barracks in the past 18 hours (4 ticks), whereas the risk in outdoor spaces is 

dependent on the total proportion of infectious agents present in the camp as a whole.  

Agents with marginal nutritional status are less likely to engage in strenuous activities 

(e.g., moving outdoors), and more likely to remain in the barracks, and thus their risk 

accumulation is likely to be more variable at a given time-step than that of agents who 

are more likely to spend time outside.  More direct investigations into the interaction 

between energy levels, movement, and infection clustering are planned. 

This research also was unable to assess whether the disease dynamics seen in 

this 1:20 scale model would be fully consistent with those that would be produced in a 

scaled-up model (e.g., 1:10, or 1:2).  In a model simulating 12,000 individuals directly, 

certain assumptions would likely have to be changed, which were implemented in order 

to test hypotheses regarding disease behavior in this particular modeling approach.  As 

the number of individual agents in the model increases, it becomes increasingly 

unrealistic that a single point of infection, implemented here to examine the dynamics 

of disease spread early in the model, would result in historically accurate levels of 

infection without assuming unrealistic levels of virulence.  Thus, in a larger model, it 

would be more appropriate to assume multiple ‘first cases’ upon model initiation.  A 

larger model would also provide greater insight into how closely infection is tied to 

small-scale social groups or physical locations; such applications would be helpful when 
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paired with assigned regiment bunk space, allowing for a better understanding of how 

disease moves within and among small groups in a significantly larger population. 

  

Implications and Applications 

 The 850 ticks spanned by this model represent 20 weeks, or approximately 5 

months.  In the short term (up to approximately 680 ticks/112 days/16 weeks), 

morbidity and mortality rates are consistent with official records of the final months of 

the war (18% mortality, 48-50% total infected). Additional research that lengthened 

runs of the model to extend them past the epidemic peak reveals the development of 

regular fluctuations in disease incidence.  This pattern suggests that after an initial 

epidemic, even low numbers of asymptomatic carriers combined with an inflow of new 

susceptible agents allows Shigella to persist at endemic levels in the prison population, 

indicating that they may have a significant impact on the maintenance of endemic 

infection and act to increase the persistence of pathogenic organisms in the 

environment.   

 These findings are consistent with examinations of modern outbreaks 

(Gangarosa et al., 1970; Taylor et al., 1991), in which health investigators found that 

asymptomatic carriers and persistent environmental or food contamination can result in 

persistent endemic dysentery in small villages.  Though endemic dysentery can now be 

addressed with a combination of sanitary improvements, hand-washing, and antibiotics 

(El Bushra and Bin, 1999; Mintz and Chaignat, 2008), a 19th century conceptual 
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framework, combined with physical, environmental, and practical limitations, prevented 

any of these approaches from being implemented at Camp Douglas.   

 Environmental contamination was recognized, in a general sense, by health 

authorities who inspected the camp; they, along with members of the United States 

Sanitary Commission, advocated strongly for significant improvements in sanitation 

infrastructure and food storage and preparation practices (Stillé, 1868).  However, they 

had no way to enact improvements that would have reduced the distribution of 

pathogenic materials through the camp.  With thorough contamination of the ground 

and barracks surfaces (Levy, 1994; War Department, 1864) and limited access to soap or 

water, prisoners could not engage in regular hand-washing practices that would have 

reduced the probability of contracting disease after contacting potentially-infectious 

surfaces. 

 With these factors in mind, prisoners in this model do not engage in any 

significant curtailment of activities that might increase their risks of contracting or 

spreading disease.  The only behavioral factor that is likely to impact an agent’s 

movement – and thus his exposure to disease-causing organisms and risk accumulation 

– is nutritional status, as agents with reduced caloric surplus are less likely to move 

around the camp.  The risk to an agent remaining within the barracks building differs 

from that of an agent who spends a larger proportion of time outside.  Risk in the 

barracks building is a function of how many agents assigned to that barracks are 

currently infectious, which may be consistent with the general disease rate throughout 

the camp, or may be significantly higher or lower.  Thus, agents spending a significant 
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proportion of their time within a barracks building could accumulate risk at rates that 

are far above or below the ‘average’ for the camp as a whole. 

 Because of how the cumulative risk model accounts for agents’ exposures to 

disease-causing organisms, it will be inherently less sensitive to individual actions and 

relationships than models that use other frameworks for determining individual risk 

(e.g., physical proximity or social networks).  However, the results of this sort of model 

can inform researchers about the impact of general trends in movement and 

relationships, and can shine light on the relative importance of these different risk-

inducing factors.  Additionally, since the risk factors associated with each activity are 

based on emergent trends in agent movement, future tests focused on varying 

movement likelihoods can help to further illuminate the relative impact of different 

agent movement choices on the health outcomes for the camp as a whole.  

 The health outcomes for this prison camp can, to an extent, be harnessed to 

improve understandings about how cumulative mobility patterns can impact disease 

trajectories, particularly in environments where pathogens can be acquired from 

environmental sources instead of, or in addition to, interpersonal contact.  Though the 

most significant differences in epidemic trajectories can be attributed to changes in the 

interaction between host and pathogen (i.e., shortening the infectious period), 

identification of asymptomatic carriers or subclinical cases, and controlling exposure of 

susceptible individuals can also affect an epidemic’s severity and rate of development. 

 Population density, and the associated continuous influx of new agents, extends 

the duration of an epidemic, on average, by 30 ticks, or 5 days.  While it may be 
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expected that epidemic control would benefit from delaying the development of the 

epidemic peak as long as possible, this model suggests that a greater proportion of 

individuals ultimately become infected when the infectious peak is delayed, particularly 

since the delay in this case is caused by the ongoing exposure and infection of newly-

introduced susceptible individuals.  This model suggests that, under the conditions of 

this simulation, parameters that accelerate the occurrence of the epidemic peak result 

in lower total proportion of agents infected, as there is no correlation with peak timing 

and epidemic severity.  Thus, in outbreaks of dysentery associated with extensive 

environmental contamination, isolation, environmental cleanup, and the development 

of an “exclusion zone” can help to reduce the total number of cases.   

 

Conclusions 

This dissertation represents an initial investigation of the practicality and 

applicability of a cumulative risk approach to agent-based models of epidemic 

development and spread.  The outcomes of general sensitivity analyses and directed 

research questions suggest that this modeling approach can help to inform decisions 

about epidemic intervention and the mitigation of infection-spreading behaviors, 

particularly in situations with high population density and low individual mobility into 

and out of the study environment.   

As concern grows about the inevitability of a post-antibiotic future (for a more 

complete discussion, see Laxminarayan et al., 2010), it is important that researchers 

begin to improve understanding of infectious disease dynamics and behaviors in a 
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variety of settings and conditions, including those where antibiotic interventions were 

not employed.  The historic example presented in this dissertation highlights the fact 

that epidemics can be seen as a function of human behavior, as well as of pathogen 

biology, and that it may be possible to plan effective interventions by harnessing greater 

understanding of the dynamics that emerge as a function of behavioral patterns.  

Though traditional approaches, such as antibiotic therapies, are, of course, central to 

maintaining and improving the quality of life and health for people across the globe, a 

deeper appreciation of the nuanced impact of human social tendencies on epidemic 

dynamics can help researchers and doctors to develop better-targeted, effective 

interventions in the future.
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APPENDIX A: Instructions to Access the Model Code 
 

 

 

 This appendix contains instructions on how to access the model code and the 

two required input files.  This model was written in the open-access modeling platform 

NetLogo, which uses a programming language similar to Java. NetLogo can be 

downloaded for free from https://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo/. 

  To implement the model, two supplemental input files are required. The agents 

file (CDAgents450.txt) contains information on the individual agents in the model, 

arranged using tab-delineated columns in the following order: Agent-ID, assigned 

barracks, disease status, regiment number, and age.  Columns may be added to provide 

additional agent characteristics.  The buildings file (CDBuildings.txt) contains 

information used to generate the model environment and map, arranged using tab-

delineated columns in the following order: X-coordinate of the lower-left-hand corner of 

the building, Y-coordinate of the lower-left-hand corner of the building, the width (X-

axis) of the building, the length (Y-axis) of the building, the building ID number, and the 

building type.  

 Model code and supplemental documents are available online at:  

https://gitlab.com/becca-s-lander/camp_douglas_dysentery_abm.
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